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suppressing Solutions & Corruption
The ALP Rudd/Gillard/Rudd Government was defeated in 2013 by a banshee Coalition leader named
Tony Abbott. They rocketed through him and another leader before the last and least Scott Morrison
was defeated on 21 May 2022 by the ALP’s Albanese Integrity Government. The Coalition left a
mountain of cruelty, incompetence and sheer arrogant rudeness across Australia and the World.
Anthony Albanese showed a surprisingly high aptitude for foreign affairs. Domestically he has
continued his previous Ministerial record of avoider of “due diligence” or proper planning protocols,
particularly with a patchy application of “integrity” and anti-corruption actions.
Every time Labor mentioned its anti-corruption position, before and after May 21, the phase used was
Put an end to the shameful tolerance for corruption.
At the time of the sudden sad passing of Senator Kimberley Kitching in that March, Albanese denied
there was bullying in the ALP.
That previous history led Albanese to volunteer, “I know I have to change”. He had became known
for backroom deals with dark blue suits, some of which persist as deleterious to national productivity.
His recent re-commitment to new carbon projects is consistent with Labor’s embrace of Morrison’s
and Taylor’s nastiness during the faux-Stimulus phase and up to the knell of the UN’s COP26 in
November 2021 in Glasgow. Australia and other developed carbonised nations there talked caring for
climate but refused to commit to a phase-out timetable, to re-set targets a year later, and to proceed
with long-promised aid to needy countries which are less able to afford “new economy” transitioning.
Sitting under Albanese’s nose is the Newcastle experience at and after the announcement by BHP that
steelmaking would soon cease. The pace was world-best and the results amaze visitors. The policysetters in Canberra and the regional capitals are corridor creepers who resent higher achievers and
excel at survival by minimising the “unknown”, the risks of stepping out of the box. The manager of
that Newcastle reform has offered to donate an unprecedented trove of intellectual property to
Albanese subject only to expiation of his predecessors’ and own obligations but has been suppressed
by Treasurer Chalmers more than 15 times.
Right now, I am mapping the consequences of breaches of both, severe bullying of me and a roaring
shameful tolerance for LNP and Labor’s own heritage corruption even in the Cabinet and
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet. The emphases are my usuals, on accountability through
transparency and on creative yet practical solutions. Lost value is about $3 trillion and ongoing
corruption and waste, unrepaired, massive as explained on pages 8-10.
Too much time has been lost, with the Economic Statement, Business Summit and Budget
constrained by the suppression of “value propositions” and copyright gates on major pathways. The
challenge is to make a cleaner break with Morrison’s culture and to revert, as Labor promised, to the
solid integrity of earlier nation-building generations. Instead Albanese, like Morrison, has his windows
and doors locked against integrity as does Chalmers most strangely.
The repression of my rights and Chalmer’s determination to
protect the LNP and hurt me are at an end.
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Nature of Duty – political and personal
Governance is a little-understood feature of democracy where the usual main emphases are on
political lies, broken promises, biassed journalism and obvious corruption. The current situation is
a mess where behaviours have deteriorated almost everywhere and monotonically. iA and the
Major Cities Unit in the Federal Department of Infrastructure tried to understand governance but
failed to reach enlightenment in regard to LG, value capture, creative reconstruction and vibrant
communities inter alia. The path is mapped in the “helicopter” graphic on the next page.

If cannot avoid, make negotiation his/her suggestion

•

If all that not possible, get the bastard sacked

Intense need for revenge to protect
residual of self-esteem

•

Internse desire to hurt & belittle

Best to not counter-attack but avoid

•

•

•

Recently Treasurer
Chalmers renewed his ties
with the LNP wrecker
Kennedy and inflicted

Hubristic / narcissistic rage

The LNP (Baird through to
Morrison including
Kennedy) and ALP at times
were vile in their
behaviours unlike the
generally decent leaders
under Askin, Wran,
Unsworth, Greiner and
Fahey.

•

There are elements in common such as on the importance of a free and questioning media, but
none address common theft aka plagiarism and conspiracy to defraud. Why should they – but we
have the first PM, first Premier and first Labor Leader to conspire to financially and emotionally
cripple an independent expert from an earlier generation of Nation Builders who has sharp eyes
and big build of savvy and nous. The evidence follows in the next chapters.
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pain on me in every of the elements at the right. Localism in the UK was driven by the decay of
Westminster’s culture, leading to a disciplined decentralisation and revitalisation of “Britain’s City
States”. That is horrifying to Australian politicians who regard local government as a pestilence;
but Biden is right, if the industrial response to climate change mitigation is to succeed, Canberra,
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and the rest must change as the PM said he would.
That new Treasurer of Australia has made every mistake possible in his short career, his first
substantive job, being previously protected and now critically engendered due to unrequited false
steps and continual refusal to negotiate – continuing the same LNP treatment of me and others.
Reverse that and he starts to give solutions to the Australia people instead more of the “same old”.
His Budget path is as much as about camouflaging Kennedy’s and the LNP’s corruption as catching
up on topics that should have been worked out before the election.
The Business & Skills Summit has no meaningful agenda (NB Chalmers is snookered to the extent
of material I gave him/advised him of on the following, as reflected here and on the Web),
Treasury heads with comments in italics:
•

Maintaining full employment and growing productivity – no industry sectional focus, city and
regional dynamics, critically no OECD- and Eddo-type “repair” and RG “scalable stimulus”
(especially the critical state of Western Sydney transit and freight as currently being
camouflaged by several ministers)

•

Boosting job security – perennial and diffused, not specifically linked to recovery and repair

•

Lift participation etc – perennial and diffused, not specifically linked to recovery and repair

•

Delivering a high quality labour force etc – perennial and diffused, not specifically linked to
recovery and repair

•

Maximising opportunities in the industries of the future – almost insulting naivety, not
specifically linked to recovery and repair.

Important parts of “reform” are statutory processes, project analyses and like professional
matters affecting long-term financial capacities of “City States” as developed by ResPublica and
others, as has been analysed in my books as previously advised.
About a third of the mass of government in Australia is “local” and it is both the least understood
and most critical. As Lord Nolan’s Standards in Public Life Committee reported in “Local
leadership and public trust: openness and accountability in local and London government” (2010),
there is a need for “Mutual understanding of the respective roles and respect between councillors
and officers of the council, in particular the senior officers”.
Ministers as well as councillors can be better supported in this increasingly complex and uncertain
world, and the risk of distorted process which have disturbed and disenfranchised many
communities reduced, if councillors act as politicians and let managers provide professional
support to them and the community. Councillors will feel that an adjustment of roles need not
undermine their imperium.
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This report stopped Kennedy and Frydenberg
dead in their tracks and
•

Kennedy should be punished for his role

•

Chalmers should have realised how
serious are the consequences of attacking
me.

The various iA, State and LG exercises failed to
reconcile the usual strident calls for
amalgamations and functional dismembering of
councils, together with the over-riding of
councils in densification and “activation zones”,
and in coastal and other critical development
zones; with legitimate calls for community
engagement and reinventing of local
government on a proper basis.
Past mistakes such as Part 3A are being duplicated outside the terms of “local government”
reform discussions. NZ and Brisbane “precedents” are being misinterpreted including by
journalists.
The opportunity after 40 years of the EP&A Act and nearly 30 years of the LG Act to bring in
sustainable reforms was lost even though the former D-G of Planning and I prepared a draft
“modern” EP&A Bill which Baird, naturally, ignored on the way to making LG less effective and
more convoluted.
Creative facilitation of engagement is needed. Newcastle NSW was hit by a major earthquake in
1989. One of its communities was conspicuous for the success of its regeneration. The then Lord
Mayor described the reasons for that success (in terms described by Wilson and Leach as
“motivational tools”) thus:
The most important reason for Beaumont Street's rejuvenation was the immediate
counselling arrangements, then the funding, mainly from the Lord Mayor’s Appeal, and then
more counselling and support services, which allowed the local community (both residential
and business) to organise the recovery. It was undoubtedly the counselling services which led
to the united cooperation by all parties which saved Hamilton. When the counselling services
broke down (which they did a couple of times), the progress stopped. When the cooperation
continued, so did the progress.
The former place manager of Wodonga, a town which sits in the shadow of its large neighbour,
Albury, ceased having visioning meetings and gave the attendees brooms and brushes. The effect
was electrifying:
I was acutely aware that the major hurdle to revitalising High Street was psychological. It was
not a street design problem or even an economic development problem. Every town has
‘dominant stories’ that put a glass ceiling on what they consider possible. Even if we could
pave High Street in gold, nothing would change unless these limiting stories were changed
first…. My greatest achievement? People are looking in the mirror and asking questions about
the identity of the town. Is Wodonga just a conservative country town, or has its gritty origins
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given it magic qualities? Is it time to reinterpret the town story? A crack has appeared in the
glass ceiling. How big only time will tell.1
It has been noted before that hubristic personality types such as former PMs Turnbull and
Morrison would rather go over a cliff than admit they need repair. Why Chalmers is like that, as
well as the PM who said “I know I have to change and I will” on the same human rights and
governance as well as economic crises and issues, is something they need to come to grips with
before their Business & Skills Summit and Budget and even sooner.
Following is the set of PM&C theoretical headings, OECD dimensions which tend to be pragmatic
as well as directed to strong outcomes, and my own studies of our culture, especially the Four
Pillars of Democracy applied to the Broken Democracy of the Blue Mountains.
This exercise explores such unusual dimensions as the St James Ethics Centre being involved in a
breach of ethics under John Brogden, Budget manipulation being used very widely to position
corruption in plain sight so as to muddy media and the community (auditors being too late and
dismissed as predictable), and profound distortions in democracy being facilitated, including
massive transit and defence contracts, without “rule of law”, Cabinet integrity or Parliamentary
and/or electoral legitimacy.
Right now, the fundamentals of the Albanese Integrity program are in peril as the “same old” LNP
processes and personnel have been allowed to continue their malice without any of the PM’s “I
know I have to change and I will”.
Side Note to Treasurer and others at 6.50 am
Four inexplicable questions / answers except for horrible common elements:
1.

Kennedy was a malevolent wrecker for Baird/Berejiklian onto Morrison / Frydenberg and Gaetjens left
but Kennedy was kept – hobbling 2022 Budget planning process as he had 2015-22

2. Albo / Chalmers rejected my massive Value Proposition on 22 May, doubly ensuring the hobbling of 2022
3. Albo/Chalmers sullied their integrity reputation similarly (NB through rejection of bushfire and nation
building as well as human rights etc as you know well)*
4. Eccles was 3 out of 10 for Baird, dumped. Premier Andrews took him back, dumped him over hotel
quarantine. Similar to Deegan in SA and Innerwest.
Answer: somewhere around flawed personnel decisions post-Gleeson in NSW, Canberra …?

Baird, Berejiklian, both Turnbulls, the Rail Union, Morrison, Frydenberg and Kennedy, Gaetjens,
both Ministers for Indigenous Australians, now PM Albanese and Chalmers, are implicated in
• Suppression of my ideas (as the main driver of innovation in NSW for 40 years) to the benefit of
the country (offered gratis) = $3 trillion
• Refusal to even open a window let alone a door to normal negotiation.
The consequences of rejection of my work can be seen across the world with the first, unique
work on Corona virus economics and community resilience, offered to President Biden who also
recused himself from his Value Proposition.

1

Engwicht, “Two things I would do differently”, at www.creative-communities.com.
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Chalmers knew details of the severe consequences (following) but continued that vile recusal for
14 weeks despite a Value Proposition on 22 May – see Appendix 2.

CRISIS
2020

The Cruelty of Repression and Conspiracy to Defraud

The LNP attacked me for 14 years

Chalmers and Kennedy attacked me for 14 weeks

But no more

I was a senior officer in the Public Service from 1977, played pivotal roles in various places up to
direct support to three Premiers and several senior Ministers, especially in transport, minerals and
energy, state development, administrative services and the reform of Newcastle. I was always
respected included the long run of plagiarism from 2008 – meaning my wisdom exceeded
governments’. My achievements can be seen all over the State.

The case for expiation of accumulated official theft (including by the Labor-affiliated Rail Union) is
solid in common and contract law except citizens cannot sue Premiers and Prime Ministers, but
can apply political and moral suasion.
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The true history of Albanese & Chalmers

e
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He cannot
succeed if
Treasurer
Chalmers
continues
with his
suppression of
proper
procedures
and best
ideas

He has kept
Morrison’s
corrupt
process &
personal +
their cruel
breaches of
citizens’
rights

Albanese
says “I know
I need to
change and I
will”.

The deterioration of democracy was incremental and inexorable as in other traditional western
democracies:

NSW ICAC’s definition of “corrupt acts” includes the deliberate intention to cause harm. That
described the actions of Kennedy and Chalmers.

Here is how the Albanese Government stands on a theoretical contingency basis:

No-plan direction at start

Main consequences

Implications

Not learn from Morrison &
Frydenberg
Not eliminate cronyism

Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Cause community anger at failed anti-corruption
Fail to meet carbon targets, incur penalty taxes
Antagonise central agencies & authorities

Make enemies
Not recover illegitimate “gifts”
Alienate best ideas

Quarantined priority areas e.g.
Frydenberg SME stimulus
Be stymied at key points △

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
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Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed for failing to meet key KPIs

Not learn from Morrison &
Frydenberg
Not eliminate cronyism

Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Cause community anger at failed anti-corruption
Fail to meet carbon targets, incur penalty taxes
Antagonise central agencies & authorities

Make enemies
Not recover illegitimate “gifts”
Alienate best ideas

Quarantined priority areas e.g.
Frydenberg SME stimulus
Be stymied at key points △

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed for failing to meet key KPIs

Break promises
Defer to point of denial

Sterilise potential reserve
supporters
Alienate Labor swingers

Not re-skill executive
Not use DPM&S to improve
Public Service

Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Fail to achieve legislative program
Lose confidence of Party Room & business/union
actors
Lose election
Not use central agencies to improve network
effectiveness
Ministers make mistakes, threaten tenure

Not allocate resources
carefully
Not implement 360o QA cycles

Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed in international forums

Not measure & adjust / correct
all KPI areas over time

Miss time signals on gaps &
opportunities
Fail on key KPIs

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed by central authorities & media

A vital quote is Professor Richard Tomlinson’s from “Metropolitan governance is the missing link in
Australia’s reform agenda”:
Transport and planning ministerial silos compromise effective state leadership in the
development of urban regions. Big-budget transport ministries show scant regard for
planning ministries. ... despite a professed commitment to compact cities in state-prepared
metropolitan strategic plans, infrastructure investment has contributed to urban sprawl.
I have to add that the PM’s promise to “end the (LNP’s) shameful toleration for corruption” which
dominated the backroom exclusion of society and experts has been compromised to the point that
only my solutions to the deep blood stains from cruelty and dud projects can expiate the foule
pestilence of plagiarism, as “appeased”. Kennedy’s 7 year vendetta against me will end in his tears.
A critical example of suppression is that of
the World’s first model for “community
resilience” to complement PPEs, vaccines
and antivirals, which the Government is
trying to ignore but cannot and can only
obtain from me.
I offered it gratis subject to expiation of the
plagiarism (in a smooth manner I developed
in 2015, then and subsequently suppressed
by Kennedy).
1. Theft of my ideas started in 1999 and accelerated under Baird and Berejiklian leading on to both
Turnbulls, Morrison, Frydenberg, Gaetjens and Kennedy. NSWUG tried to steal the Goanna and
was stopped, the executive involved was dismissed. The Planning Institute tried to pinch
Creative Reconstruction but backed off. All were documented at
sydneyimprovementpolitics.com, “The Value Proposition”
2. The valuations in the draft contract are drawn from that website and represent an en globo
solution, with contributions by the Federal and State Governments going to iA’s proposed
National Re-Planning trust/pool, with payment for my rights to ideas and reports being satisfied
smoothly
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3. Subsequently I will focus on my stated priorities especially the national institute to remember
forgotten heroes, which will be an open and participative framework with top board and sector
expert panels. This will be world famous and include Brown and Fitzgerald as prominent among
the founders of the Labor 1890s movement onwards, with Nugget Coombes also being a priority
as with Menzies’ engineers. (Many others have substantial biographies and so would not be
included.)
4. The individual projects in the schedule such as the Tim Fisher Refresher would be the
Government’s to pursue having paid for them, with me guiding as required. I intend to “rescue
iA” and take it to a higher level, it is in a sad state at the moment.
5. Please note that this solution set is a win-win for the Albanese Government, with minimal risk to
the States and Territories. It sees me off if done well. OK?
Albanese said in the campaign that he accepted he “had to change”, indicating an awareness of his
reputation under PMs Rudd and Gillard. There has been no change at all - it is as though Morrison
and Frydenberg still held the reins:
1. The victim (me) maintains that the proper valuation of the acts of theft establishes the
broad quantum of his lost assets which he is determined to recover for his family and for
nominated beneficiaries including Save the Children, Policy Legacy, Mark Hughes’ “beanies
for brain cancer”, the Marie Bashir Institute at Sydney University, various local NGOs, a
tribute function for first responders in his new Murray River community, and an institute
for forgotten heroes he had developed and later worked on with the legendary Tim Fischer
2. The Coalition approach was to “slam the door” and refuse to acknowledge the presence of
the victim except that a deliberate attempt to make him homeless and potentially
deceased was evident in Baird’s and Berejiklian’s violent attitudes
3. Albanese’s attitude since 2019, when the victim started to engage him on solutions to
broken democracy, was the same, simply slam the door closed, ditto Chalmers
4. Albanese recognised the pernicious effect of “shameful tolerance for corruption” in the
LNP’s Party mechanisms
5. He is now accused of promoting those same attitudes among his own Party mechanisms.
Hence the crisis, Albanese promised to restore traditional integrity but is refusing to do so. This
has as much potential to destabilise his progress as it did Morrison’s, Frydenberg’s and
Kennedy’s. It is plainly discordant with the broad Integrity elements including the supposed
agenda of the new head of the PM & Cabinet Department, Professor Glyn Davis, and the new
Attorney-General, the Hon Mark Dreyfus MP. Davis and the PM rejected serious requests for
urgent mediation some 6 times.
The website SYDNEYBETRAYALS.ME records gaps, delays and mistakes in the subsequent progress of
the new Government. There are chronological quotes there as well as flow charts and similar
illustrations. This booklet is a yardstick on those 2 dimensions which are critical impediments in
the Budget, health, climate and like agendas.
There has been no feedback whatsoever on any of the aspects I raised in correspondence which is
exactly the same approach taken by the LNP miscreants.
I was founding director of Holyoake Institute of Alcohol and Addiction. The 8 years of forced from
2008 (Baird) to 2013 (exhausted assets) homelessness and destitution and emergence of 3 critical
10

illnesses, 62 days of antibiotics and 10 days in hospital, produced no sign of empathy from Albanese,
Chalmers and their peers, all because I am courageous and independent, have decent values as
opposed to their cruelty, then add my commitment to using MY MONEY for:
1. Save the Children and kids’ hunger and poverty charities – calculated to be 8,000 and more
2. Beanies for Brain Cancer, Mark Hughes Foundation, they raised $2.3 m before COVID so I
offered them two of those which would have met a real gap - double bastardry by LNP
3. Police Legacy Wall to Wall, NSW & Victoria x 2 years
4. Men of League
5. Marie Bashir Institute
6. My special mission from 1972 - National Institute to Remember Forgotten Heroes (as an
historian I resurrected the memory of the greatest municipal leaders in our history, a nice
start)
7. Tim Fisher projects including world first pure sustainable train (better than Byron) - rejected
by Mike Cannon-Brookes who wastes money everywhere else
8. Set-up of an indigenous women's' NRL team attached to a mainstream club as is the
practice - attacked by V'Landys as Berejiklian's buddy, shows the oceans-deep malice
9. About 8,000-strong indigenous landcare program in teams of 100 per 1,00 km2 to reduce
fire risks in major tranches over an initial 10 years - Aboriginal ministers Wyatt then Burney
have been unfair and incompetent in plagiarising the notion through casual training of
Rangers
10. Rollout of 10 fireproof demonstration homes deliberately suppressed especially with 2019's
savage fires, repeated then in Western Australia and elsewhere redularly
11. My family.
My websites and books forensically analyse Australia’s problems and provide the solutions at a
quality I have been famous for in energy, water and sewerage, state development, local
government in various places but especially Newcastle; facing blockages by hubrists in State and
Territory governments.

Baird = Berejiklian = Turnbulls = Morrison = Kennedy =
Frydenberg = Chalmers = Albanese* = Cabinet*
* Until they wake up to themselves
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The obvious risks and disrepute of continuing Kennedy at $1 million p.a. after his shameful
record of mistakes, distortions and abuses has been documented – amounts to “a culture
conducive to corruption”, as does not ameliorating Coalition abuses of Gibbons with Labor’s
appeasement.

I put this graphic to Chalmers as it reflects how I feel about how he is trying to ruin my life, but
again he hid:

~

Appointment of known

~

Know of critical illness and

~

Know of critical family &

compliant corrupters

urgent hospitalisation of a

personal needs but

~

Steal from a citizen

principal victim but worsen

ignore them, to grievous

~

Fail to recover money

situation

cost

corruptly spent by

~

Morrison & cabals
~

Continue Morrison
corruption without

explanation, includes
corruption by
associated union

~

Promise relief but force victims

Deny intergenerational

to continue with legal action to

equity - the unborn -

reverse Morrison policy

through careful

Extend “waste” actions to valid
interests

~

~

Deny the community solutions
& relief including OECD

structuring of debt and
liabilities instead of
negligent actions and
ignored “repairs”

protocols
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Failed Budget Path: Business Summit & Continued Morrisonic Gifting
The PM and Treasurer announced on June 10 that in September they would convene a 300-person
national summit on “ jobs and skills shortages” regarding “strong, sustainable wages growth”,
Treasurer Chalmers saying he would be “picking the brains of experts on how to solve rising
inflation and job vacancies’. On the side there is much thinking that the manufacture of
renewables is the panacea to post-carbon regional revival.
This Summit is obviously merited by itself but the timetable is at odds with the Budget the next
month. That needs to kick-start something worthwhile but what? Babel breeds confusion. Biden
is showing the way while making mistakes, like sending States big bundles of cash without
guidelines on how to use them productively, so they have to use consultants (gravy train), having
declined to use the Newcastle revival template “NSIP” which is available to PM Albanese who has
not yet decided how to jump, it seems, needing to overcome the pools of Morrison inertia and
cronyism especially in Treasury.
Labor’s
• Gibbons’ case is historically threatening because of severity of economic, personal and political
consequences & risks
Treasurer has
• Gibbons showed Frydenberg & Kennedy the risks to their tenure from resulting erraticism &
extended
controversy over damage to victims, communities, economic outcomes & repute of data and
Morrison’s
operations
suppression
• Already major economic stimulus parameters have been compromised: he offered free access but
locked them off under duress
from the
• faster trains, regional population and employment balances,
Summit and
• specific transport situations such as to the east, north, northwest, west, southwest and
Budget of an
southeast of Sydney – political statements about carbon and congestion costs in cities are cant as
they promote projects that worsen congestion & carbon and suppress better options (these are
unique longsupposed to lie within the PM’s skills set)
term plan to
• Demonstrable loss of
reduce the
• nation building and efficiencies in meeting climate and natural event, migration and population,
existing infrastructure defects, changes in locations & frequency of natural crises and living
intensity and
security
frequency of
• community PR events including thank-you to first responders and frontline staff in the Murray
bushfires,
• famous proposal for First Nations fire risk reduction program
• transit innovations, reduced congestion
against the
• lower living and energy costs
trend to
• Humanitarian causes specified here and at sydneyimprovementpolitics.com..
increase them
under climate change, using about 8,000 indigenous rangers who are properly trained and
equipped at a ratio of 100 per 1,000 sq kilometres (Blue Mountains in 7,700 to be done over 10
years). I don’t see seasonal down periods anymore due to the relevance to flood responses as
well, only the hottest of conditions would prevent low-intensity forest floor fuel reduction .
These topics should have been solved in Opposition. There are crisis elements documented here
and on the websites which require a hard-hitting approach akin to the Newcastle recovery
strategy on the announcement of the closure of steelmaking, applied to economic, climate and
COVID planning. (See page “Corruption & the 30-Minute Club”.) Governance and integrity
failures are major impediments.
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I am waiting for the PM and Treasurer to lead the discussion on integrating budget development
with my much-suppressed national co-operative re-planning template to integrate responses to
climate responses, demographic and migration changes, natural event crises and frequencies, and
waste and inefficiency in existing infrastructure programs with failure of NSW, Victorian and
especially Turnbull/Morrison “$110 billion pipeline” under iA’s separation from reality.
The whole of Australia is suffering the effects of “Bairdijiklian Malenomics” which started in June
2012. Specific indicators include rejection of “Budget repair” and better advice, theft of cherrypicked ideas, and ~
•

Political confusion and variability, no “plan”, excessive delays in adjustments, clumsy
mechanisms

•

Lack of “balance” between cities & regions, “imbalance” in infrastructure spending, high
regional impacts

•

Excessive reliance on debt, projects have extremely low “revenue cover” (less than 5% in
the Metros) and low to negative benefit/cost ratios

•

Engineering crises in WestConnex and Metro – Australia’s “biggest projects” and least
sustainable, the Western Sydney City Plan is destructive on transit and freight systems

•

Budgets prevent spending on sooner, cheaper and more effective “options” (cf Eddington
in Melbourne and Greiner/Gibbons in Sydney)

•

Projects are poorly planned: high levels of waste and cost overruns, they produce more
congestion not less

The main point is that Chambers, Albanese as much as Morrison and Bairdijiklian refuse to “repair”
therefor the cancers passed on through the genetic LNP codes to the ALP persist. Albanese and
Chalmers contributed to the Sydney metro messes which are genuine engineering and economic
cancers and are fully implicated especially as “someone” persuaded Bill to praise the idiocies in
2018 and 2019.
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Such summits produce hundreds of unstructured ideas grouped into themes, very professionally,
but reflecting a lack of focus on the real matters which bear on national prosperity, jobs growth
and remuneration for workers and the disadvantaged.
Value Capture will be raised. That “system” cannot be imposed on the whim of a passing politician
or two. Two efforts in Sydney failed because of political cowardice (below). Various examples
have been described where the expectation of property contributions was frustrated and greater
municipal levies and debt occurred, most notably in the most carefully planned project, London’s
CrossRail 1.
There is a real risk in Sydney that over-provision of high-rise residential properties will saturate the
market, producing low returns and low “value uplifts”. Poor routing of transport projects will see
the cannibalisation of the city’s greatest asset, its Bradfield-era rail network.
There is no sign of such wisdom in Sydney or Canberra. Reform sufficient to provide the basis
for a robust system will have to encompass political capriciousness, public sector re-skilling,
proper community engagement in line with ResPublica’s Civic Limits, and proper separation of
lobby groups and governments.
There there has been little if any mention of past summits on social security and industry sector
strategies (akin to Button Plans and Newcastle’s revival), inflation or living costs on metropolitan
fringes including tolls, congestion and stress. I am driven by considerations as:
•

Dysfunctional lack of clarity between stimulus, investment, repair and integration, I have
traced the elements of De-stimulus which relate to such confusion e.g. changes in
education budgets and rejection of childcare and SME support. No government has yet
developed a “plan”

•

Governance disintegration which includes the domination of political apparatchiks and
conflicted interests, and a lack of resilience planning such as with bushfires but also Corona,
the examples are literally incredible, but add vicious, temporarily quiet, Trump-like antiwomen and anti-climate prejudices. These are disintegrative if there is such a word

•

iA is still the main back door to The Club’s backroom dealings (rorting as in the $130 billion
Frydenberg/Kennedy “special dinner” and JobKeeper as well as logistics hubs and HK
Metro Manhattanisations

•

Rejection of my significant papers on Budget reconstruction and integrating medicine and
economic stability as Corona moves through its evolution, with unique involvements for
local governments. The community understands the risks but the dominant political clique
does not as Omicron mutations are accelerating

•

Progressively killing the “best idea for 100 years”, the CBD Traffic Oasis and Transit
Boulevard and the Goanna Transit Bridge with 2 expressnets at its end. NSW Planning
Minister Stokes is lying by progressing the White Bay redevelopment without any transit
solution, UGNSW having tried to steal the Goanna as the only practical transit option for
the precinct - Stokes’ shame instead of negotiating, the fool

•

NSW and others ignoring solutions to the collapse of metro and connex projects from
incompetent engineering and economics, with massive adverse consequences for coming
generations (see also sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/ethics

•

Re-balancing business support payments, recovery of greed-grabs by Harvey Norman and
deceitful diversions of Job Seeker by QANTAS and other corporates, due to the
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incompetent March 2020 legislative packages + need to reform National “Cabinet” into a
proper Council
•

The powerhouse states are seeing their revenue prospects fall away but are not cutting
back on wasteful expenditure, NSW in particular is on a literally lunatic path, iNSW recently
said focus on smaller projects but continued the anti-transit Parramatta stub tram and
ignored “better ideas” and cost-saving “budget repairs”

•

Albo HST replacement is sitting there, unloved but why? The alternative would promote
regional prosperity where CLARA and HST would have harmed them.

•

Lack of economic nous in the media and the alienation of university economists and
political scientists as the data series needed for fast responses to changing circumstances
are corrupted by political opportunists like Frydenberg and Kennedy – the Fourth Estate is
neutered

•

NSW and Feds ignoring total savings of c $140 billion-plus (old dollars) from better ideas in
“Eddington Bedrock: from Christie to Greiner to Gibbons”, as well as “best transit
support” in the world for Nancy Bird Walton Airport

There is a presumption that manufacturing will be an major part of future prosperity. This has
been disproved over many years as Japan, Germany, China and Korea among others developed
massive manufacturing capacities and now India is too. Solar is the main labour angle but the
existing take-up rate has to be considered. The Government does not have a John Button and the
administration needs to “plan” better.
The Newcastle recovery process is discussed on associated pages “Treasurer Chalmer’s
Performance 2019 – on”, “Do we believe words or actions”, “Albanese’s Unfinished Business”,
and “Aussie Democracy dies in darkness”. The suppression of my work led me to produce
something of a waterfall of goodies.
What we had at the end of 2017 is a new “stench” affecting the integrity of State and Federal
Budgets as Albanese gifted $92 million to his Green Metro and Turnbull almost as much to his
wife's putrid distortion of Parramatta CBD’s planning:
•

rejection of iA and iNSW prudential and probity standards, iA reporting continuing
breaches, the cost of “waste” exceeds $30 billion since the eviction of Greiner in 2012

•

a metastasising cancer of repeated mistakes especially Labor’s metros, with no “logic” – no
technology, route, cost or timing options properly considered

•

expungement of massive work by Ron Christie and Nick Greiner as well as Sir Rod
Eddington and others

•

lack of proper population and employment discussions including over an imbalance
between over-pressured and wasteful city Vs under-funding of willing regions.

•

secret documents, many leaked progressively to The Age

•

hidden benefit/cost numbers – 110 redactions in Bankstown “summary”, ES tram’s a sham,
WestConnex’s a lie

•

poor pre-planning and excessive cost escalations across all projects with WestConnex’s
associated works un-costed and the Metros’ fictional

•

developer and Big Business patrons including the Infrastructure Partnerships Australia,
Property Council, Committee for Sydney and Urban Taskforce
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•

cowed parliamentarians who cannot wander from the ideological “pre-set correctness”

•

deceit over the damage to the Bradfield-era heavy rail system – and still no “city plan”

•

community disengagement with 67 high-rises in Campsie alone and heritage damage in
Haberfield, North Parramatta and North Sydney/Sydney CBDs etc

“Stench” was defined in the planning documents. There has been an exiling of the professional
and wiser heads of the Wran and Greiner reform pushes, indeed Christie, Messiter, Greiner,
Eddington, Dempster and Cox have been expunged from the blaumange of the Bairdijiklian crisis
which has no solution – the Premier has jumped off the precipice and will be damned if she goes
forward and damned if she brakes. The Metros brought down Labor, Berejiklian deliberately
rekindled that to the Coalition’s knowing peril. [Keneally let go of the metros but Albanese and
Chalmers never did.]
Berejiklian told the world that she would not back down but as the Herald State roundsman, Sean
Nicholls, wrote of her principal partner since 2011, her reason for being there was that
“There was much to "refresh", chiefly the perception that the government under Baird's crash
or crash through approach had grown supremely arrogant”.
Opinion surveys show rejection of her forced densification obsession as an indicator she and her
colleagues’ militaristic habits failed Labor too. She has intensified, not repaired, Baird’s damage.
The following chronology contains tell-tales:
•

the avoidance of explicit planning and transport commitments, of accepted probity
protections, and of related community engagement. Damage to the Bradfield system and
affected communities is un-acknowledged and un-costed

•

the exclusion of integrated State/LG/planning reform ideas, to drive sound planning along
world best-practice lines; and

•

the regression to previously-reviled transport approaches to the extent they are now State
Religion and beyond critical review at Federal and State levels.

I was always ignored and the consequences of that are set out in my books and websites, with a
concise whack in "UnHoly Succession". Jim Betts took credit for the 2014 update of Greiner's
iNSW work and he now faces the implications of having worsened that planning situation under
the Mad Witch .
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The defects are fundamental impediments to the Oct Budget - all my work is outside of Jim's
usage (c) until and if my deed is signed and the deposit hits my account + I guess my positive
ideas are listened to.
The chronology is so long that only one person kept track through chronologies and regular
reports. The rest is on sydneybetrayals.me in rich detail.
Repression is ignoring and denying engagement on ideas, processes and case studies; as well as
locking decisions in backrooms among vested interests. Strengthening the Bradfield system
(Christie, Greiner and this analyst) was ditched in favour in 2012 of the PRC’s MTR’s metros on a
parallel pattern of lines contrary to a succession of more careful official reports (2001, 2006 and
2012-3). Sources include Berejiklian’s project distortions and mistakes/deceits (samples, there are
dozens)
Theft is using, or maliciously destroying – sacking and pillaging – citizens’ ideas and concepts –
sources
“Repair” of errors and non-actions is a requirement of the Charter of Budget Honesty, OECD
protocols for recovery from recession and disturbances, and “Treasury Regs”. Repair is intrinsic to
“integrity” which includes eliminating waste and corruption, re-balancing distorted priorities, and
clearing out unacceptable values.
Finally here, In particular Chalmers has not properly considered ideas from away of Treasury,
which he was informed of, such as focussing on
•

due process (integrity)

•

a systematic approach to infrastructure quality and cost effectiveness including “repairing”
problems which impede productivity and proper resource priority-setting (OECD protocols)

•

don’t waste money on high risk, high cost and low service standards “shiny toys”, and
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•

apply smart solutions to spiky problems including rapidly-escalating breaches of democratic
standards.
HERE IS AN OVERVIEW OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC COSTS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE DECLINE IN GOVERNANCE ETHICS AND SKILLS:

National Ports & Logistics integration
– ALP MPs and national distortions

NSW is in critical dislocation between capacity needed Vs provided,
partly because of PM’s Moorebank terminal

National indigenous fire risk
reduction program c 8,000 workers,
trained and equipped

Community & economic cost of bushfires is unpredictable but
saving $600 m p.a. is feasible under climate change

Sydney and other CBD traffic oasis,
transit boulevard, circumferential bypass road and Goanna Transit Bridge
with Fireworks Tower, 16,000+
housing units and two expressnets
to NW and SE/S directions

Direct developer local return c $1 billion plus reduced congestion in
CBD and innerwest and world-famous attraction. % of Syd basin
cost of $15 b pa, c $3 billion a year. Massive international kudos,
part of the “best idea in 100 years” (Loder and Christie) – I am a
Sydney heavyweight, last of the nation-building generation of
Wran and Greiner, but am quiet (ha!)

Bondi Beach Expressnet

Congestion and parking problems are chronic, there is no other
solution (proven), c $0.4 b a year

Sydney University Expressnet and
tram extension

Ditto, c $0.75 b a year

Port of Newcastle solution with Prof
Rob Lee to Inland Rail

Potentially 30% share
of system benefits, c >$2 billion a year across region

World-best transit to Nancy Bird
Airport and Aerotropolis – balloon
loop off Main West (Christie and
Greiner)

Ditto, impediment to W Sydney $100 billion so reducing that is the
issue

Pause Metros and Beaches Link –
avoid expensive future closures and
reconstructions because of profound
engineering mistakes and better
options were ignored

Lower congestion and pollution in special environment, frees
Neutral Bay to Mosman, Castlecrag, engineering mistakes, c $3
billion

WS metros are a special case
because of corrupted iA and GSC
reports but the problem is so
profound

The appropriate vector in the national cooperative infrastructure
review which will build independent expertise as the Neilson SATS
study did under Milton Morris

Applying Newcastle NSIP as template
in post-carbon and “innovation
precinct” vitality reforms

Potentially in scale with Newcastle’s c $2 billion a year plus
multipliers

Regionalisation strategies to meet
changed migration and
demographic, climate and
environmental, and
industry/employment conditions

Critical importance over time, infrastructure costs of c $7 billion
but benefits x40 likely
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Balanced post-carbon strategies –
renewables c 35%, tourism c 35%,
education and medicine c 20%, sport
and arts c 10%

Matter of international and national significance as well as regional
and local sustainability, the Government has no ability to plan and
manage the process, the 43% is notional and needs a practical
direction such as Newcastle’s

NB this is a major part of the Climate
challenge of 43%+, renewables will be
a proportion but wider revitalisation
will be critical and it is exiled from
Budget discussions in the sterile
corridors of Canberra.
Creative Reconstruction of Local
Governance and thinning
Constitution ladder

Benefits from a logical and organic leap in better local
performance and community engagement is worth $ trillions in
itself. UK showed the way, I responded under Chris Hartcher MP
and now local government is sodden in corruption and selfimportance

Coordinate regional population and
related responses to changes

Above but profound

Coordinate transport and land use as
under Wran & Greiner Vs developers
rule - High levels of fringe congestion
on interurban freeways & trains, high
costs imposed on households,
insufficient decentralisation of jobs

Profound and associated with Eddington Bedrock. High levels of
fringe congestion on interurban freeways & trains, loss of riverine
agriculture

Coordinate energy developments
and related changes across the
states and territories

The NSW Govt sent me to US, Canada and Japan in 1985 to study
network integration of privatised utilities. Their common response
was AVOID IT.

Albanese laissez-faire iA graft and
gifting

Profound waste traced by Grattan Institute and my work, Lindsay
Tanner was right in 2007 and Rudd should have listened to him

Albanese Gold Coast tram

It works but in terms of urban structure, the designer and manager
of construction of Robina was adamant that extending the Airport
train around to the east and back was more cost-effective and
environmentally beneficial and Albanese did not acknowledge the
option

Metros

Albanese and Deegan wavered but the former’s Green Line was
perverted but he gave it $92 million – where did that money end
up?

Corrupt Conflicts – iA, IPA, iNSW

They have been playing Jack and Jill, now iA’s Eddington chairs
IPA, Schott sat on both as did Mrdak and Kennedy, wholly
unsatisfactory non-separation

Berejiklian insanities:
Museums
Stadiums

Berejiklian, like Baird, was bombastic in pushing the HK MTR Metro
model of land speculation via Manhattanisation along axes rather
than spread of medium density as in Greenpeace’s 1993 report
(Carla Bell). Albanese seems to have not understood Eddington,
Christie and Keneally as well as my strategic insights
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Cruise liner porting facilities but
rejecting Goanna with maximum
prejudice

There are other valuable ideas within BORDER WARS, RIGHTEOUS BLAME and the four books, such as
•

National Cabinet is a sop and ineffectual, PM made a mistake in saying “this is good
legislation” but we need to get over that. It was tied to Gaetjen’s apron strings from the
beginning and minutes have not leaked so we have to assume they failed to address a
positive way of the crisis.

•

in addition to the policy and process improvements outlined in the download (c), here is an
initiative to make national Budget decisionmaking more relevant (it includes aspects I
introduced in the State Government to the praise of the then head of Treasury, Professor
Percy Allan):

•

update reports and community-based data series (with ABS etc) which will guide
"targetting" - spatial and sector areas needing early intervention vs those doing well (in
document)

•

a special advisory panel, Stimulus Recovery Monitoring Panel or SRMP, well away from the
NCC under Gaetjens and the BCA and Australian Industry Group, representative of SME
activities across various sectors, retired but still connected, accountable for probity. In NSW
I based monthly reports on +/- exception foci and that will predominate, but action line
items will be critical

•

a new statutory instrument called MEEFYO or "month end economic and financial
outlook", this to get Treasury off its butt and away from its beehive, using the monthly
inputs to the full, engaging councils and communities. It will consolidate into MYEFO and
the Budgets on the current proper 6/12-month basis

•

active auditing by the ANAO and state and territory bodies to reduce waste and ensure
probity (better than JobKeeper's).

The reality of flexibility, scalability and rapidity will be met through these initiatives, which might
well be improved through agency and community engagement. There is much more as you will
find.

OECD – Balanced Values, Focussed on Climate & Community Outcomes, the Need for
“Repair”
The OECD (including Australia) had published a succession of national and regional productivity
and efficiency guides over many years and updated them in Economic Outlook 2020. This was a
landmark contribution that has been all but ignored at international and Australian levels,
especially by the ramshackle coalition of Liberal and Nationals parties (the latter used to represent
farmers but now is accepted it focuses on miners), and by the mercantile interests which dominate
climate mitigation conferences.
Australia’s PM Scott Morrison has bragged internationally of his performance and been exploited
by the US and UK in particular to further their intentions. Recently the UN’s Glasgow COP26 was
derailed by Morrison, with the cooperation of the President of the US and PM of Britain (who had
lucrative military hardware sales in mind), as the latest of five such tantrums and connivances.
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They engineered the appointment of an Australian anti-climate politician with a questionable
record of budget and finance performance, as new head of OECD.
A completely contrary direction developed in the Brat State, New South Wales (NSW), the capitol
of which is Sydney. It had started in 1788 as a government-free convict “prison” under the control
of corrupt, drunken and cruel British sailor/gaolers. That reputation stuck through a history of real
estate and sporting cons, banking and corporate frauds, company failings, corrupt politicians and
all-round scoundrels inside government and out. Other state and territory capitols had more
genteel origins.
In 2007-08 the national Rudd Government had established a precedent of putting corporate
“poachers” on the board of the “gamekeeper” Infrastructure Australia (iA). New NSW Premier
O’Farrell and Ministers Baird and Berejiklian established a NSW equivalent in July 2011 which had
the Liberals’ greatest former Premier Greiner as chairman.
To cut a long story short, a year later the trio reversed the reform intent having already ejected
Greiner, re-arranged “funds” to confuse what had been Treasury accounts, and deceitfully recommenced Labor’s previous metro train debacle under Labor’s metro bungler. PMs Turnbull and
Morrison and Opposition Leader Albanese, all from NSW, are imbued with that spirit.
The way that series of “projects” evolved typifies the chaotic and wasteful consequences of
making “decisions” recommended by Party goons behind closed doors, using taxpayers’ funds as
though they are Monopoly money, in the absence of a “plan”. The LNP and Labor walked in step
in many of the stages across logistics and port deals, land and general taxation, imported trams
and trains which didn’t work, and “faster” trains which rewarded consultants without laying
tracks.
They apologised for nothing,
including the brutal torture of
this contra-analyst. This
current document brings
Treasurers‘ misrepresentation
of OECD’s views into focus, for
the community and OECD’s
benefit itself, and should be
read in the broad context of
Australia’s geographical
isolation and its trade cycle,
and bushfire damage.

Forced Metro Program
= hidden Hong Kong
densification
GSC takes over what it
started, $100 million to
lucky buddies

Christie 2001: metros
20 yr, sensible model

Berejiklian's 2012 decision was insidious
and exposed progressively for failures of
72nd week Turnbull shifts to
Berejiklian/GSC conspiracy,
unConstitutional "gifting"

"pre-planning" & logic .
Hiding NW's defects = extending them

Labor metro-lunacy
Iemma 2008-10, starts
NW

until the originals were "miniaturised"

Kennedy PMO/GSC
distort UK precedent,
exclude LG, Smart Cities
is fairyfloss

Additional Metros distract journos &

Costa 2008 brings in
Steer, NW is invalid,
harms economy

councils from planning principles,
Berejiklian inserts crypto-budgeting
along Labor lines and builds
contingent liability to Labor's $500

Turnbull/Baird cloak GCS
million, all without legitimisation
Greiner iNSW 10-20
There is also the manner of the
with bald announcement
years, Main West to
without details + 30protocols. Morrison Budget adds
40,000, NW as BRT
Minute
&
3
Cities
latest waste of money, the
$3.5 billion = breach of all protocols
acquisition of US nuclear
Baird in desperate
Berejiklian mid-'12
duress, NW looking
submarines, bases and
deceit - reintroduces
sick, iA & GSC failing
Labor/MTR
spectres
with District Plans
conventional tanks, a program
without a “plan” or community or community or even parliamentary legitimisation. That a “review” is now needed is a poor
substitute for an apology.

This is an overview of 5 years of submissions to the Coalition blunderers:
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This saga is fully explained in two of my books on Kobo.com.
Chambers has mismanaged the 2022 Budget process so badly that the Summit and Budget will be
illegitimate in major respects. This could be a sacking offence.

Email of 8 August to PM – sad history and plea for fairness to me and Australia
End the cheating, rejection of “value propositions” and corruption, today, now please

This is typical of the emails sent to Albanese and Chalmers, none of which have been replied to.
It is now 11 weeks weeks of running away from your national duties to govern properly and
for everyone and to put an end to the shameful tolerance of corruption. Kennedy and
Chalmers have run rampant through ethics and professional standards and treated me, my
family and my beneficiaries with malevolence and continuing cruelly, they are no different
to Frydenberg and Kennedy as an evil duo.
I have bombarded your colleagues and will continue to do so and I have started on
Victoria’s debt irresponsibility. Why? I had no intended of doing any of these things, I want
fairness so I can repair my life and build my national institute to honour forgotten heroes.
Damn it, please stop this nonsense. I have put up more than enough examples and case
studies to now present the unadorned truth:
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1. I did the work that was stolen
2. I am seeking to recover the peer-reviewed value w/out interest or intrinsic penalty
3. The “smart politics” way is a win-win for Albanese and me
4. The refusal to talk can be due to jealousy and/or corruption and is not “smart politics”
5. Jim is on a corrupt course, being entangled with a known corrupt person who has had
a malevolent hatred of me since 2015 when he was so infected by Turnbull
6. Jim has got himself and the Government into serious trouble NOW, the PM and he are
both in breach of any and every known code of conduct and Parliamentary and
Treasury protocol = as covered by ICAC definition of “corrupt conduct”
The Value Proposition is that
your expenditure is NIL,
you gain c $45-90 million to apply to special causes like emergency housing,
the value of the IP is some $3 trillion – and
you let Kennedy wreck this as he has everything he has ever touched.
Here is most of what I offered you which you rejected:
Conduct Cabinet briefing on IP 1) iA process 2) Integrity 3) climate mitigation/Newcastle
Schedule Public release on National Re-Planning Trust via iA
Attend Murray First Responders & Frontliners knees-up (RG expense) * final Deed payment (share in Save the
Children announcement?)
iA briefing for all States & Territories on full climate, environment, migration, economic & other relevant
factors in the inputs to final matrix and correspondence (11 mths)
PM launches Institute to Remember Forgotten Heroes
Treasuries get special briefings and pro forma for linking with other phases - Treasury/iA
PM&C and iA conduct subsidiary seminars and data collations + release of Integrity Case Studies & Guidelines
Drafts for exposure and feedback
PM&C to take active case management approach and co-ordinate Treasury, Industry, PMO and other agencies
Incorporation in Oct Budget and subsequent MYEFO

Biden, every time harming Australia’s interests.. Albo was brought up by a single parent in
welfare housing, so was I but that did not make me steal, lie or be gullible in the face of
Morrison and Biden. It didn’t make me cruel and malevolent, deliberately favouring a
corrupt enemy of Australia and Labor and exiling a hero whose only crime, it seems, to be
straight, ethical and right.
Do you only do things that favour mates or do you do what is right because you have a
healthy moral compass? Look at my intentions and feel shame that you have been morally
reckless and awful.
Why do you appease Jim who has no moral compass and no technical competence?
Put an end the shameful tolerance for corruption. You have worsened that. Not a bully?
That is not how it seems to be, see Richard, Mark and Mark trying to explain the
inexplicable..
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Sun, Aug 7, 2022 at 11:08 AM
Subject: It will not surprise you I sent another peace offer to Jim this morning; and that I am
responding to his rejection
To:
You should not surprised that Jim has had 2 explicit opportunities today alone to pull
himself back from the brink, this is going to the PM a little later
I'm sick of being the victim at the hands of low-lives who are jealous, corrupt and/or ....?
The gaps are horrendous although strides have been made in a few areas. Try this quick
download https://sydneybetrayals.me/transparency-to-ensure-accountability/
30 July 2022 at 8:53:38 am AEST
Subject: Fwd: Your message to the Prime Minister - at 9 am I am still left like a shag on the
rock/s at Ben Buckler
You’re having a nice time and I’m not, the Prime Minister is doing a great thing but is
accused of hypocrisy, the nation is denied a proper budget process that will meet its
important needs and repair from Morrison malevolence.
Not good enough, at 9 o’clock I should be heading down to get the car that will allow me to
be reunited with my partner and to see my family, in both cases for the first time in over six
years.
No, you agree with Frydenberg‘s cur
Submitted on Saturday, 30 July, 2022 - 08:40
Subject: Communication & conduct failures: integrity, budget, climate mitigation
Dear Prime Minister
Today I find that my work is still being suppressed contrary to the National Interest, and
that my money, my money, is still being withheld in the same manner and to the same
effect as was viciously and malevolently applied by the coalition in Sydney and Canberra.
This is to confirm previous advices that yesterday was a decision point after 10 weeks of
your continuing Morrison’s recusal from justice, abuse and deceit.
The timing here is unfortunate as you are making a wonderful statement in the Northern
Territory while I’m accusing the government of hypocrisy in suppressing my long-standing
proposal to set up a coordinated indigenous Landcare fire reduction program employing
about 8,000 properly trained and equipped indigenous workers.
No one else in the country has such a professional package even after Morrison’s disgusting
betrayals of fire chiefs and fire victims. No one else has been suppressed more (or
“worse”).
It would horrify you to realise that that accusation of hypocrisy is valid in evidence and
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principle and matches the gaps and inconsistencies in your integrity & anti-corruption
approach. Includes new secretary of the Department of the prime minister and cabinet as I
have openly, professionally informed him, to the same recusal from responsibility I have
experienced from Baird, Berejiklian, Turnbull Morrison, Frydenberg, you and the treasurer.
The consequences are growing, I have now published my criticisms of the Treasurer’s
economic update which includes revealing profound defects in the above dimensions which
invalidate the underlying process. That is not new, it’s a straight line continuation of the last
eight years.
This should not be a surprise to you given previous advices.
Add to that the mitigation and inflation control package just announced by President Biden
is along the lines of my criticisms and my unique Newcastle experience, which further
invalidates your and the Treasurer’s approach.
The malice and the cruelty are completely at odds with the kindness in the leadership
you’re showing another areas, there is no explanation in logic, so the conclusion is that the
source of malice before May 21 is the same as now and it is Stephen Kennedy grooming the
treasurer.
I have circulated messages along the following lines to your senior ministers and others,
obviously Cabinet responsibility is shared but I note you
* denied there is bullying and
* you promised to end the silent tolerance for corruption.
It is apparent that
* the contrary effect is in place,
* my proposals have benefits in health, economics, transport & infrastructure, budgeting
clean-up and future improvements, and
* very specific initiatives that will promote integrity, productivity and climate mitigation are
still suppressed, associated “repair” since 2015 by said Kennedy.
You have put pressure on me and my family and nominated beneficiaries, I am not
accepting that as it is hypocritical compare to your kindness in other areas.
The following email is reflective of my intentions and I have not heard this morning that you
have reversed your position in the terms I set out 24 hours ago and previously. The
sequence is to be made transparent.
Subject: Is quite simple, if after 10 weeks tomorrow morning, I don’t have my deed which
was first offered in 2015 suppressed then & since by shithead Kennedy, and the key to my
car tomorrow morning, I am letting Rip
I have received nothing and have a feeling I’m going to be let down again, I hope not but
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there is a massive credibility gap.

CONCLUSION
I’m not amused to find I’m spending yet another weekend attacking stupidity and
corruption when I should be building resources in essential community frontline workers
and my Institute to remember forgotten heroes which truly should be close to your heart
too.

The Goanna and CBD/Innerwest “Productivity” Vs Kennedy’s Betrayals
To reinforce the pernicious effects of suppression of my work by the LNP and ALP, in 2009 I repurposed the Labor CBD Metro in the distinctive Sydney “bridge” manner but in an uniquely
distinctive manner – described by Bruce Loder and Ron Christie as “the best idea in 100 years”.
UGNSW ran a design competition for alternative solutions, failed, tried to steal this, failed, and
now the hapless NSW planning tyro wants to proceed for development but without a transit or
traffic solution.
Unfortunately: I offered this gratis to PM Albanese if he treated me decently which he has failed
to do.
The “Barangaroo ExpressNet” © comprises:
1. Linking of the street transit systems (bus and tram) on the eastern and western sides of the
CBD via street systems and the construction of a curved Goanna Transit Bridge© from
above Barangaroo to Rozelle off the tips of headlands (minimising land disruption). Its
“mother” bridge was built 10 years ago at Coalcliff, costing just $60 million. Extending for
length, the Goanna would cost about $500 million – cheap for its great value
2. Resolution of CBD congestion by the elimination of 7 E/W conflicted intersections through a
circumferential road and transit boulevard – where the Jan Gehl and George St tram
schemes ignored the realities
3. Provision of fast transit through The Bays to the Victoria Road corridor at Rozelle, including
the Overseas Passenger Terminal and White Bay Power Station (the Google site, now
foregone due to delays in providing transit enablement)
4. Relief of the ANZAC Bridge (and speeding-up buses) which is about to experience 20% more
congestion (20,000 vehicles per day) off the WestConnex works
5. Promotion of walking and cycling in extension of current programs, and
6. Provision of a basis of a long-term fast transit service using Flexity Swifta or similar
tram/trains to link street and rail transit systems. (This is urban innovation but of a type
well-known in Europe, checked by a former Bombardier senior engineer.) One stream
could run to Victoria Road and thence North Ryde; the other via Norton Street and back to
Central via three universities and two regional shopping/services centres.
Since Google’s departure, the concept of The Fireworks© apartment and mixed-use tower was
developed by RG. This might be 110 floors in height with the Goanna Bridge going through its
middle, creating a transit and retail/services structure over several floors. Two vertical firing pipes
would allow spectacular fire curtains to harmonise with the Harbour Bridge’s firework curtain.
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The configuration would be developed by a Joint Venture: the Goanna is an “un-locking”
stratagem.
Other firing sites through the CBD are vertical.
The “Barangaroo ExpressNet” © including Goanna Transit Bridge© has professional assessment
dimensions including:
•

Urban innovation (PM’s priority): a clever solution to CBD/innerwest transit and CBD
congestion issues – major feasibility analysis is required urgently especially as trams will
worsen intersection conflicts

•

Urban innovation: a bridge that sits in the water and facilities the spread of tram/trains – a
major feasibility assessment is required urgently

•

Cost-effective solution: cheaper relief of Anzac Bridge that will be over-stressed by
WestConnex given the impact of 20,000 extra vehicles a day on a road that is already overcapacity

•

Sydney branding: another beautiful bridge, not ugly – just as the Seacliff Bridge “mother”
is loved

•

Promoting healthy lifestyles: walking, running and cycling in a safe environment, and
superior transit where society demands energy and health responses

•

Reversing UGNSW’s stasis: over 16,000 housing units and offering the chance to replace
Google with another Icon especially focussed on The Fireworks©.

No competing transit scheme is available – the West Metro proposal sits on a different orbit as will
be seen. The tram line is indirect, “remote” from mainstreets and nodes, and slow – it offers
nothing but farce in terms of serving the Overseas Passenger Terminal. There was a foolish
thought bubble to install an overhead “skyway” which shows the monopoly on good ideas the
Goanna represents. It has to be added that developers are complaining that the governmental
context was bad but is now getting worse. (This is an updating supplement to the two main
recent Barangaroo Expressnet documents.)
For the record, here is the treatment in “Barangaroo Expressnet” which was copied to Lend Lease,
John Hartigan and Lucy Turnbull et al at various times:
The elements of the ExpressNet will be mass transit, walking and cycling. All are in
accordance with TravelSmart and Local Agenda 21. Car usage will not be encouraged. The
Sydney community can look at this package and compare it with others, to see which offers
better value for money, accessibility and environmental outcomes.
ExpressNet is a package, not one element or one project. It covers Barangaroo and Darling
Harbour, the CBD, Inner suburbs and wider visitage and commuting movements. It is a
step in tripling the proportion of Sydney that has access to public transport.
The transit vehicles will be world-class – seating between 100 and 300 passengers as
needed, air-conditioned, featuring modern entertainment and communication facilities,
with “stations” providing shelter, comfort and pre-ticketing. Technology selection – bus or
tram – would be done through an Eddington-type exercise.
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The topography of the CBD Metro route suggests bridges rather than tunnels. The latter
are extremely expensive in terms of tunnelling and station depths as well as risks given
Sydney’s fractured sea floors. Bridges would better serve the Lord Mayor’s intention to
promote cycling and walking (they cannot be done in tunnels).
Bi-articulated buses or trams will run along Kent, Clarence and/or York Streets depending
on the configuration of the inner circumferential bypass road that would ease congestion
and allow the Lord Mayor’s desire for a pedestrianised George Street – without buses or
trams on it. The same applies to Hickson Road which could be landscaped to Parisian or
Melbourne standards.
The necessary interchange capacity will be provided through special purpose building/s
akin but superior to Edgecliff Station in Sydney or Brisbane’s Roma Street Transit Centre;
and on-surface tube stations as shown below.
There will be a special structure running
across from about Kent Street, through or
adjacent to the Barangaroo red building
and over the water – the Goanna. As
Sydney is becoming a city of bridges, this
will be a spectacular addition. The Goanna
will carry two lanes of transit vehicles, and
one each for walkers and cyclists, one
each, not mixed. No cars will be on it. The
perway will be to tramway standards but
carry buses, at least initially.
The viaduct could be of a modified O-Bahn type and look something like the above – the RTA’s
Coalcliff bridge, with cycleways and walking paths on the side/s. Wynyard/ Barangaroo and
Pyrmont/Rozelle are at compatible levels, 20 m above AHD for the first 2 and 35 for the second.
Bridges would work, with adequate placement and clearance at White Bay to allow cruise ship
passage and avoidance of land impacts. The ship facility would be serviced by the modern vehicles
and rapid transit back to the city – about 2 minutes.
This is an indicative alignment map, showing a stub/loop into the cruise vessel facility and a
connection into surface streets. At each end there would be a ramp entry/exit akin to the Eastern
Distributor's at Moore Park - but for transit vehicles only.
At each peninsula point, there would be an elevated "station" on top of the "pylon" (4 or more
of). Land take would be minimal, the cost of covered escalators and lifts would be factored in, and
the design team would have to decide on the type of structures. Access through buildings might
be negotiated on a redevelopment basis (that is, internal reallocation of space). Whether there is
justification for a People’s Bridge near to the Anzac Bridge is a matter for the citizens of Sydney to
decide. Congestion on that bridge and its accesses would be eased.
The peripheral circulatory road arrangement (which does not now exist but single-direction roads
exist in most world capitals) would be along the following lines:
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This takes cognisance of the existing geography – showing a fairly seamless peripheral flow with
specific entry and exit points and internal slow-access arrangements for deliveries, cyclists and
tourists. There are practical realities such as the Harbour and Anzac Bridge access points as well as
Oxford St and the Eastern/Cross City freeways. Barangaroo access would be off the bottom flow.
(A data sheet is available.)
One lane of each circumferential segment would be landscaped much as St Kilda Road in
Melbourne:

!

The key is connecting the waterside precincts, King Street Wharf and Barangaroo, to the CBD. This
will be done through super-escalators which would be elevated above roadways or existing stairs.
Starting at the ground floor of Barangaroo, there will be three or four commuter express
footpaths rising up the hill to Kent Street or thereabouts. These are moving footways enclosed in
a transparent “tunnel” – similar to the Hong Kong Mid-Level Escalator except they would be twoway:

This will eliminate bus interchanges and heavy vehicle flows on Hickson Road. The escalators
would connect with bus and rail stations as well as carparks. The peripheral by-pass road would
help achieve this.
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The existing CBD street structure does not have capacity to handle additional bus services. As
well, the ExpressNet buses would have to share road space with cars on the existing road axes,
Oxford, Elizabeth and Flinders Streets, Victoria and Parramatta Roads, and Anzac Parade, among
others. A case study for the NRMA’s Clean Air 2000 Campaign showed how tidal flow
arrangements producing sacrifice of an off-peak lane (but continuation of existing peak lanes)
would allow that lane’s capacity to increase from about 6,000 people per hour to some 20,000.
That would be the beginning of giving the majority of car-users a choice for some or more of their
movement needs.
It is acknowledged that service to the developable land around White Bay is important but the
service would allow this.

Failing to correct Kennedy’s Cancer, Sick Malenomics & Betrayal of Bradfield
When looking at the full suite of NSW passenger, rail, metro, tram, road, freight and ports,
metropolitan and regional “plans, there are major gaps which GSC and iA are not filling. Greiner
was right – there is a lack of understanding of logistics, and it is logistics defects that affect
Western Sydney’s future as much or more than population growth. WSROC’s website carried
several indications that it should see that RG’s Thinking Logical Logistics II, plus his congestion plan,
as being worth building on. Some examples are:
WSROC: The proposed Badgerys Creek airport is ... only expected to deliver a fraction of the
jobs the region needs (around 60,000 jobs over the next 30 years). In the past, a passive
approach to jobs creation, including the release of employment lands, has not been effective
in generating the required density and diversity of employment the region needs; and
therefore is unlikely to do so in the future.
Gibbons: the employment imbalance between eastern and western Sydney – 300,000 jobs
growing to double that fairly quickly - which leads to road and rail over-loading, public and
private costs (including toll imposts), and inefficiency in the logistics, transport, waste, land
use development and infrastructure investment communities. Only an Inland Rail Bridge that
gives Sydney access to Brisbane’s and Melbourne’s Ports via Parkes, with about 40 million TEU
capacity in Intermodal Terminals in Western Sydney, will ensure Sydney’s overall economic
viability.
WSROC was accepting Greater Sydney Commission (akin to Albanese’s) moves which exclude
broad employment and congestion strategies and impose unfair taxation:
GSC’s West District Plan: 24-hour Airport operation and no rail except for internal corridor
(which is contentious) and contains no reference to containers or IMTs, Maldon-Dombarton or
Port Kembla, or Parkes. The Towards document contains no guide on project selection and
appraisal, taxation and financing, or how GSC will amend the Plan for Growing Sydney.
Neither does the West District Plan.
Towards is enthusiastic about the “catalytic impacts” of the Metros, NorthConnex and
WestConnex, tramways, Northern Beaches Hospital “and any future State Government
investments”. It indicates that population forecasts have been increased and said GSC “needs
clear criteria about where additional capacity should be located.
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Our vision for accommodating homes for the next generation is intrinsically linked to planning
for and integrating with new infrastructure and services” – but then only talks about renewal
corridors, infill and fringe areas; not infrastructure. It pushes Value Capture which is
unsuitable for “pipeline” financing and which creates new inequalities between generations
and places. [NB switching from SW to NW must affect these matters.]
Scenario testing with proper needs analysis would have changed these three contexts and all
others, illustrative of the lost opportunities in Kennedy’s City Deal.
In October ’16 the conjoined Coalition Governments in NSW and Canberra found their
collaboration had them in deep trouble in Sydney which led to a two-year manoeuvre called the
“Western Sydney City Deal”, which had the PM …
… spruiker the deal as a “very big change” in the federal government's relationship with
the NSW government when it came to the investment in cities.
There had been a traditional division of responsibilities between levels of government which is a
democratic protection, and on at least four previous occasions Federal Governments intervened to
get better community outcomes in the State. Not this time. City Deals are famous in devolving silo
funding from central agencies to city governments but the Governments, by design or by
neophytes’ error, inverted them into unconstitutional* control devices, starting with excluding
local governments and ending by exploiting them. So not this time either!
The elongated process hid conflicted connections between politicians, lobbies and agencies which
blew the wish-list into multi-billions without a practical path to proper design and implementation.
From excluding local government, the Governments seemed to over-compensate but then turn
the process on its head through an historic volte face. The City Deal as released reversed historic
understandings for no apparent reason; lacked practicality; and killed productivity in Australia’s
largest regional economy.
Such characteristics in metro, train, road and tram projects – the deep trouble - were indicators of
the barriers to achieving what Dr Garry Bowditch concluded:
Community support and trust towards credible infrastructure plans must be earned with
sound community engagement and better customer service outcomes. These must form the
central plank of the new long-term infrastructure-planning regime, not just a focus on assets
and projects. This is by far Australia's most pressing infrastructure imperative.
As such failed projects continued, City Deals will contort community credibility and probity:
1. Western Sydney is a major component of the national economy, with significant political
clout, but has long been disappointed with successive governmental promises. It
experiences the same effects as the rest of Sydney in relation to the lack of a “City Plan”,
project dislocation, and financial disparities in spatial and intergenerational terms. It is both
supplicant and deserving, needing commonsense and credibility
2. Project dislocation (cost >$30 billion since 2012) comes from failure to implement accepted
probity and prudential guidelines, low engineering and economic standards, and lack of a
Budget model for assessing financial and project needs against alternative options’
outcomes, with existing serviced area being over-provided
3. The Office of the Prime Minister emulated the UK model of “city deals” in conjunction with
Smart Cities’ “30-Minute Cities” but without reference to the UK purpose, which is to
reinvigorate local democracy by taking central agency “silo” funds and giving them to
metropolitan governments. PMO’s preparations excluded local government according to
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Dr Stephen Kennedy in the media. The PM has not populated his Ministerial and agency
support structures with urban experts, especially as judged by results
4. The Greater Sydney Commission gives semi-statutory effect to City Plans and it is vital that
proper planning of land use, housing, environmental assets, infrastructure integration
happens rather than a continuation of mishaps which are increasing congestion and
housing costs. GSC is visibly fused with the State agencies which defeated Government
policy on community engagement
5. The City Deal as delivered, with iA’s “Future Cities – Planning for Population Growth” repeats
Ministerial capriciousness (as fiercely opposed by the Grattan Institute), failures to observe
needs analysis and feasibility guidelines, dysfunctional project approaches, and denial of the
Prime Minister’s congestion and housing affordability promises. The implications extend past
the WS region to all of Greater Sydney’s networked transport and logistics systems. It is
suggested it be withdrawn and re-done properly, without political interference.
* see Professor Richard Tomlinson below. His views reflected this analyst’s
contemporary interventions which forced the Governments into several
manoeuvres.
Main factors:
City Deal: UK Localism
has a very different
purpose to Smart
Cities; while project
planning directions
divorce communities
from influence and
fairness in taxation,
with both the Premier
and Chief
Commissioner
determined to push
projects over and
through protests.

GSC cannot lead metropolitan planning,
orderly development, metropolitan
planning, promote the supply of housing
(including affordable) and integrate
government infrastructure decision-making
with land use planning, infrastructure and
land use decisions, under its Act and
abilities
Governmental processes are conflicted and
need cleansing, while the protocols
underpinning iA’s 2008 and iNSW’s 2012
guidelines have not been met. There are
major gaps across all “planning” documents

NSW Productivity Commission
defers housing supply reform
when “now, knucklehead” is
needed
Too many mishaps remain
unresolved including closure of
40% of the Bradfield system,
non-inclusion of Christie and
Greiner, and damage to Central
Coast and other commuting
and specials events
performance.

An inspired leak, with map, was printed in the SMH on 23 February. (An indication was given by iA
as explained later.) The features there are compared here with the details announced on 4 March:
SMH
• SW to 2nd Airport Rail Link (Fletcher on
record as West Metro is best) - $1-3
billion
• Airport to St Marys - $30 billion
• Planners say SW extension won’t be
ready for 2026 + value capture
• Fletcher says “city shaping” dictates
SW not Parra connection
• Labor SW to Badgers then Rouse Hill
* NSW PR said SW included in this

PM PR
* NS rail from St Mary’s to 2nd Airport [NB
no SW], 50:50 Fed/State – words differ
from map (below) - $7 billion +?
* $100 m for Business Case* on that
option (also 50:50)
* Investment Attraction Office
* New planning regime via councils
* $150 m to community facilities
* Skills training
* 5G – what happened to NBN?

The abrupt and unexplained change from the SW to NW socio-geography is dramatic in terms of:
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•

accessibility, congestion, probity, taxation and commuting impacts, and sheer logic;

•

the inherent poor economics of the NW 2 (one of Berejiklian’s singular blunders in fighting
Greiner’s advice); and

•

the stated intentions of the Federal Minister for Cities and Infrastructure, Paul Fletcher MP

•

the over-commitment of funding under Rebuilding (being about $80 billion) and low
probability of short-term funding of Stage 1 and lack of credibility over Stage 2 promises.

The potential for the usual cost imprecisions and overruns and redactions in “summary business
cases” is considerable in the absence of preparatory stages (below and cf Grattan’s various
reports) and needed improvements in discipline on iA and iNSW et al. The CEO of WSROC had said
that the full north-south “is not about growth forecasting, or business cases, or demand modelling,
or feasibility studies. It is all about vision and just a little bit about courage”.
The then PM said that the City Deal was fully agreed with councils in the SW and West being not 2
of the biggest Parramatta or Blacktown, but Camden, Campbelltown, Liverpool, Penrith,
Wollondilly, the Blue Mountains, Hawkesbury and Fairfield. This made about as much sense as
Turnbull’s lingo. There was a cash incentive based on fixed pool so residents of smaller councils
got more each. This was pathetic as the mayor of Liverpool said this was a great thing even
though reality was her catchment was being mainly by-passed. The mayors were blindsided quite
easily.
iA’s Australian Infrastructure Plans (2016 and 2017) found that
instances of poor project selection and weak governance continue to occur. Recent history
shows governments committing to investments before completing long-term planning or
rigorous economic analysis; favouring large ‘iconic’ projects over smaller, often higher value,
investments; and not releasing the full business case for multi-billion dollar projects.
In addition, a lack of transparency and genuine community engagement has undercut public
confidence in governments’ ability to make the best investment decisions. This makes it
harder to build community support for future investments and complex reforms that will be
required to meet Australia’s infrastructure needs.
iA itself is a profound brake on productive decisionmaking.
It is now normal for Federal and State Governments to ignore probity and prudential protocols
even though both have experienced great pain in other places. One officer quite openly sits (2018)
on the main privatisation advocacy lobby board, sets rules for project and state/local plan-making,
sits on iNSW assessing projects and on GSC assessing associated land use and housing
instruments, approves the projects, and is the Premier’s delegate on major planning
disagreements.
Premier Baird appointed her on the basis of her service in 2012 to Berejiklian in Transport – work
that was derided by Andrew Clennell and Joe Hildebrand in the Daily Telegraph (“black silo
thinking”). Why Governments and councillors won’t learn is a tragedy for the Australian people.
Those iA protocols include needs analyses and feasibility tests of options in advance of
businesses cases (plural). GSC had not resolved the issue of Bankstown Airport which will be
important for regional passengers. The need to re-balance employment from the east to the
west and to provide freight links to the west were ignored by the ingénues in Fed and NSW
governments.
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Neither of the Governments’ advisors were sufficiently aware of Sydney’s circumstances to
realise that the options include:
1. Christie 2001, freight line from Enfield to Werrington
2. Christie and Greiner upgrading of Main West to 40,000 passengers per hour per direction
- faster, cheaper and more effective than West Metro (which in turn is preferred by
Fletcher)
3. RG suggestion to extend Main West to Badgerys to give the best transit of any world
airport
4. RG reservation of SW extension for 110 container trains per day from Pt Kembla to major
IMT at/near Badgerys thence to/from Parkes on Inland Rail (Melbourne/Brisbane).
In line with iA’s comments and mine, it was suggested the above thinking is unlikely to give the
community confidence that wise and productive decisions are being taken.
The then PM had promised such outcomes as “we will reduce congestion in our cities”, and
“Integration is critical .... Infrastructure should be assessed objectively and rationally on its merits.
There is no place for ideology here at all’. There is an echo there of the BOF-anointed head of NSW
Premier & Cabinet (now Victoria’s) Chris Eccles who told an ANZSOG conference on government
reform in July 2011 that “The custom and practice, dare I say culture, of introspection is I believe the
single greatest risk to the relevance and effectiveness of the public sector”.
The PM had no such answers and the “30 Minute City” chimera he agreed with comprises
concepts that are impossible to describe at a BBQ or to incorporate in an actual city plan, are
incompatible with culture and infrastructure, and would be hideously expensive compared with
options both Governments resile from even admitting exist.
PM Albanese is in the same situation. He has never “repaired” the metro mess that iA failed to
manage back in 2008-10.
Professor Richard Tomlinson put it this way in “Metropolitan governance is the missing link in
Australia’s reform agenda”:
Transport and planning ministerial silos compromise effective state leadership in the
development of urban regions. Big-budget transport ministries show scant regard for
planning ministries. ... despite a professed commitment to compact cities in state-prepared
metropolitan strategic plans, infrastructure investment has contributed to urban sprawl.
My EDDINGTON BEDROCK© includes “expressnets”, Epping/Parramatta and the Hurstville/
Strathfield/NW orbital, as examples, and neutered Value Capture as inequitable and ineffectual, and
all have been worked into the later and latest NSW and iA documents without explanation of logic
and provenance. That adds to the Baird Government’s earlier pilfering of 6 IP topics including the
Peninsula BRT scheme (which Baird thoroughly rogered).
Albanese Legacy
The book on Malenomics covers Albanese’s roles in the design and rollout of the iA’s sad
development.
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In 2009 journalist Mark Coultan pointed to Labor’s failure to learn from its repeated “blowing the
state's fortunes on the centre of the city, to the disadvantage of the majority”. A major current
example of the ways the Governments have failed to plan properly are the “innerwest” corridor
between the CBD, Parramatta and Victoria Roads and including The Bays, out to the Second
Airport site at Badgerys Creek.
Ten years ago the news reports were full of Labor’s CBD Metro, Albanese’s Green Metro and
Parramatta Road trams, and extensions of the South West rail link. For five years, we had West
Metro, Parra Road “trackless trams” and Google at White Bay –“the most exciting urban
redevelopment scheme in the world” according to PM Turnbull and Mike Baird. Now the scene is
simpler, Berejiklian slaughtered Google and the Goanna and decreed that we will only have the
West Metro:
• the radial orientation from the CBD is contrary to the dominant principle that Sydney needs
cross-regional North/South services. The Metros will worsen congestion which is a basic
economic drag on JOBS & GROWTH but additionally NSW’s regionalisation and Sydney’s
mercantile sustainability are not being supported. WestConnex and Metro capacity will be
taken up by the early 2030s but population growth will continue. Corridor analyses point to
obvious options which the Governments failed to consider
•

35,000 is only 4% of demographic growth (even that is optimistic in market and community
conditions) but takes close to 100% of the metropolitan transit budget - options would do
much better for less cost.

•

the consequential operational and financial damage to the Bradfield-era rail system has
been concealed by the first Government in history, outside of war, to destroy a World City’s
built heritage without a legitimate purpose.

The Prime Minister’s and then Premier Baird’s “iconic” GOOGLE redevelopment in innerwest White
Bay - “the most exciting and ambitious urban renewal and city building opportunity in the world
today” - was defeated by Premier Berejiklian’s exclusion of options other than the unfunded, unlegitimised “West Metro” mirage they’d pulled from Labor’s cupboard, leaving Ministers mute and
Google stranded - what the Prime Minister calls “ideology and stupidity” as opposed to the
options’ “engineering and economics”!
Of great concern then is the consistent misinformation that politicians, councillors as citizens and
in the pre-Administration Councils, as well as their communities and media, received from the
beginning of the inception of then Minister Berejiklian’s NorthWest Metro from July 2012 which
was against specific election promises. COAG said STOP this nonsense in 2009 and in 2012 but was
ignored.
The confusion intensified as the consequences of then Minister Berejiklian’s related decisions
emerged. Now, in 2017, the NSW Government is still explicitly recycling Labor’s mistakes, including
the socially-malicious “uber-Part 3A” in many suburbs of which Campsie is an example. Capricious
unfunded project promises have reached $70 billion. iA has made major errors and iNSW is stuck in
cheerleader mode: the economic ratios for WestConnex at 0.7 and Bankstown Metro at arguably
less than zero plus the unaccounted damage to the CityRail system – all without election
legitimacy - merit systemic reform as well as project re-assessment.
The Metro carries with it tax proposals that will affect intergenerational and spatial equity. It will
negatively affect parameters where the Prime Minister said his policies will have a positive effect,
namely reduce congestion, “no place for ideology”, improve iA integrity, implement urban
innovation, and improve housing affordability. Attention to democratic integrity, professional
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standards and care for outcomes is required. In short, the current practice is the opposite of the
needed standards:
•

Not one of the Government’s key transport projects was legitimised through adherence to iA,
iNSW and Treasury guidelines – in fact, re-working the results shows none should have
proceeded

•

Capricious housing decisions were announced by various Ministers outside of the Greater
Sydney Commission’s orbit despite the Grattan Institute’s warnings of high costs and cost
overruns from sloppy planning processes. In particular UrbanGrowth in conjunction with antiengagement tools is smashing heritage and communities and community assets – not only
without electoral mandate but urged on by Ministers who should understand politics better

•

The Federal Government and the GSC are seen to be required to accept the State
Government’s project decisions, good or bad, without question, leaving inappropriate tasks
such as Campsie’s as well as missed opportunities as in The Bays. NSW does not have a
sustainable financial base and all political parties are committed to value capture taxation with
its inequitable and inefficient effects; and

•

The whole Metro program turned into a rush to outdo Labor – finish the Metromania program
before the voters wake up. So far, the “waste” incurred through the Government’s path
against options identified in EDDINGTON BEDROCK and elsewhere (including Greiner’s iNSW’s 2012
State Infrastructure Strategy) is calculated to amount to some $30 billion. The Government
cannot contest this as it did not do the basic sums.

It is time to undo those 2012 and related mistakes before calamitous damage is done to
communities and the Bradfield-era Rail system. The Bankstown Metro extension and western
corridor “mirage” are here “red flagged” – again - a PAUSE is needed urgently so that legitimate
processes can be conducted, with consideration of how the hard-won proceeds of the
privatisations of past generations’ investments can be spent more wisely.
No start has been made on a “city plan” that reconciles character, environment and
infrastructure in the Beaches Peninsula, the middle west and innerwest, and southwest – all
political and media emphases are the cranes in the air and Big Ticket prices, all contrary to iA and
iNSW nominal policy guidelines, while the professors are muted. The Grattan Institute wrote of
reality just a few months ago,
The current guess-and-check approach to planning multi-billion dollar investments is negligent...
The actions that would really make a difference would be to curb [Baird’s] fellow politicians from
promising to spend public money before a business case and project evaluation have been tabled
in the Parliament.... Then perhaps Mike Baird [i.e. Berejiklian] could be the Australian premier
that finally nails “on time and on budget”.
The current dominating notion is the Labor-cum-Berejiklian West Metro, which in turn is “fruit of
the poisoned vine” from the 2012 Berejiklian NW mini-tunnels. There is still confusion: at each end,
The Bays Vs ParraCity’s rail/tram/metro successive pushes; and along the middle – what is the
purpose of greater transit capacity, to serve existing or new activity centres, to be integrated or
free-standing (something Berejiklian criticised in 2012)? Why underground? – that doesn’t make
sense given you cannot increase passenger capacity and numbers with metro trains in most
circumstances over the capacity of double-deckers, contrary to popular belief.
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OVERVIEW OF WESTERN CORRIDORS
SUPPRESSION OF OPTIONS
NSW
• Parra Road tram
cancelled (recent)
•

•

•

•

Greiner mainline
upgrading
ignored
No release of
paths by
completing
Epping-Parra and
serving 2nd
Airport
(deliberate
sterilisation of
Epping link)
Ignore Google
redevelopment of
White Bay after
the PM and Baird
had described it
as “the most
exciting urban
redevelopment
project in the
world”
No Goanna
Transit Bridge to
link E/W
tram/train and
bus services and
relieve Anzac
Bridge, cheaply
and quickly

Feds
• Non-enforcement
of WestConnex to
KSA/Pt Botany
•

•

•

•

Non-support for
integrated
mainline trains to
2nd Airport
Non-enforcement
of COAG and iA
standards and
protocols on
handling of
projects
Funding projects
in breach of PM
undertaking to
restore iA
credibility and iA’s
supposed
exclusion from
funding of nonlegitimised State
thought bubbles
Embedding of
lobbyists in
Ministerial offices
and crossmembership of
agency
committees

SUPPRESSION OF PROBITY
NSW
• Reversal of Commission of
Audit Interim to its Final Report
•

Non-integration and indeed
reversal of LG & Planning Acts
reform

•

Exclusion of WestConnex from
GIPA protections and not
sufficiently pre-planning to get
better outcomes (iA opinion)

•

Embedding of lobbyists in
Ministerial offices and agency
committees

•

Theft of Intellectual Property

•

Non-enforcement of iNSW
protocols and continued
capricious announcements of
transport and housing
“priorities”, exclusion of GSC
from proper planning, and
smashing of Surry Hills and
other communities through
unreversed mistakes

•

•

Lies about funding sufficiency,
capacity of metro trains and
availability of adequate seating
ratios on long-distance metros
Deceit through incomplete and
heavily redacted “business
cases”

Feds
• Non-implementation
of COAG 2009
requirement for “city
plans” to precede
sectoral projects
•

Non-implementation
of the PM’s promises
to restore iA’s
credibility and reduce
congestion etc

•

Allowed continuation
of conflicts of interest
between IPA, iA, DIRD,
and central and line
agencies (some recent
changes)

•

Non-enforcement of
iA/Eddington protocols
for complete and
integrated planning
cycles where projects
are parts of solutions

•

Exclusion of outsider
contributions

•

Deceit through
tolerance of
incomplete and heavily
redacted “business
cases”

The Herald’s transport reporter published these words in February ’10:
Every premier since Morris Iemma has ducked and weaved around Christie’s most powerful
and simple argument: stop trying to reinvent the wheel with heinously expensive, pie-in-thesky, back-of-the-envelope plans for underground metros and build on what we have....
(Premier Keneally) needs to abandon completely the transport blueprint’s bizarre premise
that Sydney needs to create an entirely new public transport system.
Both Christie and Greiner found that the Bankstown is the least stressed of all rail lines in Sydney;
but the parallel East Hills line (which connects the SW with KSA and the CBD) is the highest ranked
for improvement funds. There is no known record of a rational decision to go down the
Bankstown route. Berejiklian’s continuance of the Labor mirage is at odds with logic, without a
business case (see below). There is a toon from 2009 which implies the decision came from a
boozy discussion about “we can’t do that so how about helping Joe” between Labor
“powerbrokers”.
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Infrastructure Australia was set up in 2008 to conduct health checks on Australian cities after two
previous periods of national reform (Uren and Howe); but there is a growing realisation that city
assets are ageing and too inflexible and money is being wasted on replacing viable systems and
not funding “missing links”.
There were to be comparisons with trends against international exemplars, an overall plan, asset
appraisals, investment rules, and guided grants and subsidies. It was chaired by a city
transformational leader, Sir Rod Eddington. It lived in a political context and former PM Tony
Abbott attacked its sponsoring Minister’s first decision round as over-political , reflecting Lindsay
Tanner's earlier concerns (under the Albanese tab on the website).
Leaping forward then Deputy PM Truss changed the discipline and control side a little but the
more fundamental problem was that the economic bureaucrats fell in love with the gung-ho
managerial vigour of Mike Baird. The annual Priority list became a Chinese restaurant wall chart,
pick your number, pay at the register and off you go to enjoy the windfalls.
iA no longer guides Budget decisions except where it suits the grifters and gifters in the
Parliaments. There were always problems in that respect.
The annihilation of the Rail Union was the general assumption re Berejiklian’s motivation, by the
State Press Gallery, if so, this was the worst way to do it and inherently political, so $20 billion
should be billed to the Liberal Party.
Christie’s and Greiner’s way was both more productive and lower risk. Showed that the June/July
2012 Berejiklian/IPA/TTF cabal was both dishonest and incompetent.
The media were oblivious, with several reporters culpable of bias. Berejiklian’s bus reforms
strengthened the Union, again a sign of political ineptitude. The deceit has continued with the 2nd
Harbour Crossing starting as a double-deck-capable diameter but being reduced to 7 metres,
single-deck, the Metro FAQ advice service not knowing when that decision was taken.
The need for due diligence assessments of the 40% suffocation of the Bradfield CityRail network
was raised with Turnbull on 8 August 2017 but there has been no visible action from NSW or Fed
Treasury, DIRD or iA.
This amounts to maladministration by both Federal and NSW Governments for the reasons explained
here and on other pages - Costs Vs Benefits of Berejiklian Bradfield _Reforms_ and NSW Business
Cases for Major Project Development Paths
The same principles apply to other Berejiklian fiascos such as the move of the Powerhouse
Museum, the Yarra Bay / Airport runways cruise ship terminal, the Parramatta tram (and all other
trams), and a muted separate CBD entry for the West Metro - adding massive cost and disruption to
cover up Berejiklian's inability get anything right.
As with the Bankstown, West and other Metros, such specifics have been excluded but should not
have been:
•

value of travel time savings being 14% of claimed benefits (noting reservations expressed in
Peter Self’s “Nonsense on Stilts” and BTE/BTCE reports etc) – pp 64/70 of Bankstown
Summary Business Case are inadequate

•

effects of high standing ratios over medium-to long commute distances and of station
herding mechanisms – after all, the Bankstown station zones were being reconstructed at
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great expense for such herding without community engagement about loss of the
“Australian Way” at suburban locations)
•

value of real estate upgradings to private owners – p 73 shows this as productivity but this
is very contentious (see AECR critique)

•

value of real estate upgradings to UGNSW and other State agencies

•

value of consequential financial, operational and strategic damage to the Bradfield heavy
rail system

•

congestion effects of axial densification and deprivation of “terrace” zones (slight mention
on 36 is a waste of space)

•

affordability effects of densification v terraces/ medium density

•

“heat sink” effects as per UNSW research

•

damage to businesses, schools and hospitals, and other important facilities from diversion
of services away and/or deprivation of new services available to competitors

•

use of train services v seats/passengers due to metros’ publicly questioned capacity.

It is here hypothesised that the farebox revenue is irrelevant to the project and real estate
speculation by metro operators and others is the key driver – not revealed in meaningful terms,
with the contingent subsidies in the forms of closure of Bradfield lines and investment in
underground Melbourne-type trains with no increased capacity, to overseas investors.
That is explored in its various facets at https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/josh-crashed,
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/josh-myefo-blues,
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/%24100-billion-masquerade (as part of PM Morrison's
parallel project psychosis), and https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/bairdijiklian-big-lies
The Myth of Value Capture
The NSW government and Albanese with iA were talking about taxing the increase in land values
in areas which have residential and commercial densification and/or infrastructure projects. The
areas are widespread, repeated in almost every government announcement. The national
government is doing the same. It is the term du jour. Sydney and other Australian cities have a
backlog of asset maintenance let alone a growing load associated with population growth and
spatial changes.
This prospect is always politically and economically difficult but the timing could hardly be worse:
warnings from IMF about the “derailment” of global growth, a slowdown in the Chinese economy
with plummeting stocks in many countries, and the Urban Task Force’s monitoring of declines in
local housing activity. The Governments were seeking big yields because the electricity
privatisation bucket was over-spent and the promised retro-fitted infrastructure is very expensive,
indeed up to the order of $50,000,000,000 including the Connex roads, Metro trains and multiple
tramlines. Big yields mean big taxes – at a time of economic stress?
The national Murray Financial System inquiry and Professor Parry’s NSW report on financing
options including betterment capture, a metropolitan improvement fund and improved context
for PPPs, have come and gone and were seemingly not remembered by the authors of two
industry reports which have achieved significant circulation. (There are multiple forms of taxes
and levies.)
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The Committee for Sydney asks Are we there yet? Value capture and the future of public transport in
Sydney (December 2015) ; whiled Consult Australia (via AECOM) released Value Capture Roadmap
(June 2015). Both seek to educate a wider audience, or as CfS said, “while this paper focusses on
the Sydney context”,
it also provides governments across Australia, including the Federal Government, with a
potential new way forward towards funding public transport in our cities. Given the Federal
Government is looking at its role in cities policy, public transport and the appraisal process for
infrastructure, we would like it to consider the possible implications of this paper from a
Commonwealth perspective. It may be appropriate for the Federal Government to decide that
it will only contribute funding to strategically important city transport projects in jurisdictions
that have appropriate value capture funding mechanisms in place.
New? The Feds denying funding to their State colleagues? As the NSW Planning Minister has
reminded us, Those who do not understand history are bound to repeat its mistakes. We should
make sure both documents are “fit for purpose”. (The following extracts should be read in
context of the reports.)
First, a little history. It is often said that betterment clauses were built into NSW railway Acts but
the reality is that in 1904 they were found to be invalid – and were never applied, before or after.
The wave of municipal reform thinking in Sydney from about 1898 identified the need to drive
health and other reforms from local levels, the State government being reactionary, and a specific
case was the widening of Oxford Street. The following quotes relate to the flowering of thought
through and after the Improvement of Sydney Commission in 1908-09:
The Daily Telegraph editorialised in February 1909 that:
Recalling civic experience, and remembering how difficult it is to identify betterment justly,
there is plausibility in the misgivings of Ald. Hughes with regard to the proposed betterment
tax. However, the estimates put the work so well inside of financial practicability that these
are questions of detail and not vital ones.
Hughes was Sir Thomas, Sydney’s first Lord Mayor. The attempt to impose a betterment tax on
the southern side of Oxford Street eventually failed, with “strenuous claims” that the roadwidening scheme had reduced land values rather than increased them (not surprisingly given the
brutal scale of demolition). By that time the City Council had gained the income from land value
taxation so the financial pressure had lessened. Former Lord Mayor Allen Taylor was adamant in
1913 that
the Harbour Bridge was a municipal responsibility (it was held-up by country antagonism).
The country would still have benefitted from a rake-off from the urban population as it does
now (and Queensland etc under horizontal fiscal disequilibrium). Most fundamentally, only an
urban parliament would have been successful in arguing for urban betterment taxes, the
biggest issue of all. It would be wrong to assume that the size of the pie was fixed as the
American States have shown. Sydney is an infrastructure-poor city and its local government
needs better financial underpinning.
There was a municipal levy on CBD and northern suburbs LGAs from 1923 to 1938 to pay for the
approaches to the Harbour Bridge. Labor’s Lang implemented it and Bertie Stevens (Coalition)
from 1932 reduced it then eliminated it because of retailers’ objections. From 1970 the State
Planning Authority imposed a 30 per cent levy on the value “uplift” on specific lands, primarily in
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the Macarthur area near Campbelltown (fully hypothecated). Political manoeuvring during the
State election just three years later saw it dropped (by the Coalition) amidst claims it had increased
land prices at a time of housing shortages. The Gold Coast Rapid Transit was to be underpinned by
a levy in the broad betterment catchment.
What did our authors say? The CfS – “we never needed to (look at betterment) in the past. As
Sydney grew and expanded the existing 19th century transport network could simply and cheaply be
expanded to accommodate new growth”. Consult Aust – “Australian transport agencies have not
adopted value capture”. Both so very ignorant and wrong.
Then there are the principles of taxation. Equity is one and Consult Aust rightly said that different
methods “help reach the goal of sharing outcomes equitably with the public, investors and
developers”. However, equity needs to be defined more broadly and the swath of residential
areas in built-up NSW paid no special levies, just normal rates and taxes.
Equity then means why create two classes of taxpayers, the wealthy on the east and the housingstressed elsewhere. After all, one of the Property Council’s submissions to government talked of
levies resulting in
infrastructure being ‘drip fed’ to an area, and (they) can fail to deliver infrastructure of a
sufficient scale, on time and in a coordinated manner. There are also concerns that
development levies add significantly to the upfront cost of development, and hence act to
impede the rate of lot uptake in new residential areas and ultimately impact on housing
affordability (as well as infrastructure provision itself). In fact, this negative relationship
between housing affordability and development charges has recently been recognised by
COAG.
Efficiency and cost-effectiveness in collection are also principles. The easiest tax to impose is
through rate notices and raising debt. The Cumberland County Council helped Sydney Water in
the 1960s to overcome its sewerage backlog that way.
CfS said, “Land tax has had a chequered history in NSW, being imposed and repealed several times. A
broad based land tax would capture the improvements in land value driven by new public transport”.
Unfortunately that report mistook the NSW form of land tax, which is rates and utility bills based
on unimproved value, for wealth taxes, and completely confuses the situation. Rates were
imposed from the 19th Century and never repealed. It goes on to misstate local government
abilities to tax value increases.
Finally under principles, is the strength of the relationship between betterment and contribution.
Parry and others looked at a broad “improvement fund” and there is merit in the idea of an “urban
budget”, on the basis that whole communities share in the costs of congestion, poor accessibility
and economic stasis.
US-style municipal bonds are generally small in scale and generally robust although with a
significant level of unreported defaults (Moodys listed 77 long-term municipal defaults). Most
importantly, the complexity of incremental recovery of value increases is exceptionally demanding
the bigger the project scope. Infrastructure NSW recommended against broad catchment-based
measures.
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There is an interesting echo of the long-deceased Greater Sydney movement in Consult Australia’s
document (even though CfS mistakenly said it had inspired the “emergence of the first
metropolitan coordination structure Sydney has seen in the form of the Greater Sydney
Commission”), with such words as
A general transfer in responsibilities and powers from state agencies to geographically larger,
financially stronger and better resourced local government councils for planning, decisionmaking , funding and delivery of urban infrastructure should be pursed as a mid to long-term
policy objective.
This can be taken with CfS’s
Capturing value is of no benefit unless you ensure it is delivering the right projects. New
funding measures need to be partnered with a mode-neutral evaluation, appraisal of
transport projects or investments. Treasury will also need to challenge their own intellectual
and ideological prejudices.
These statements are made in a city that features deliberately-capricious State decision-making
(rejected by iAust and COAG) and avoidance of the accepted methodologies inherent to Treasury
Guidelines and Audit Commission Reports; where councils and universities pursue mode-specific
investments without even slight acknowledgement of logic, it seems. Consult Australia gives
checklists of pre-conditions that need to be met if value capture is to succeed, and NSW appears
to meet none of them.
There are fine sentiments and there was great hope in the two documents, but no messiah signals
nor reason to pay more than passing attention. The historical references needed to be expunged
but the uber-arrogant Tim Williams refused to do so. NSW has to grow in its acceptance of
practical measures and not expect political parties, Treasuries and communities to abandon their
positions easily. The importance of a valid, robust system of community, business and
governmental funding, through taxes and debt, cannot be underestimated but more persuasive
media are needed.
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Intergenerational Equity
The website contains a wealth of
examples of how better infrastructure
which matches population dynamics
can be provided sooner, more cheaply
and with less risk. The table has been
public for more than five three years
and no comment has been received –
but Turnbull, Morrison, Frydenberg,
Gaetjens, Kennedy, Baird, Berejiklian,
Perrottet, Kennedy, Albanese or
Chalmers and their agencies, and the
mainstream and specialised lobbies,
studiously avoided the methodology
(which is traditional economics), the
ideas and the IP. The benefits would
be profound on the economy, society
and environment.

Notional "savings" from observing proper option and scenario testing
Value
WestConnex
Eastern portal Use Brereton expressway and M5 connection
Route
Better plan and engage in advance (iA comments)
2nd Crossing
Defer

Inner orbital (below)

c $ 10 billion

Bankstown
Route
Stations

Assess option/add East Hills KSA/failed R/E yields

who knows?

NB Berejiklian theft: Drop straightening &

$2+20 billion

trackage

Inner Orbital
Middle band densification
Multiple Flexity routes

Hurstville to
Strathfield

c $15 billion in route and
housing yields

NorthWest
Flexity Swiftas Straight down Main North towards Hurstville

was $12 billion
time saving

Northern Beaches Peninsula
Eliminate though traffic in Cremorne & Mosman

2008

$3 billion

Short tunnel sections, no densification w/o plan
$15 billion

WestConnex connection can be via Goanna

The Bays / West
Save 8 years, save $7+ b, + 16,000 units, achieve
iconic "Fireworks"

The Goanna

Parramatta & 2nd Airport
Western fast trainsComplete Epping/Parra

The OECD “Economic Outlook” of
June 2020 is a primary guide as to best
practice and these booklets were
already fully compliant with its
international Outlook report prior to
its release.

$7+ 10 billion

c $14 billion l/t

Release City Circle

Bondi & SydUni ExpressNets
Delete tram mistakes, reduce congestion/parking
stress
Complete route and add patronage

Innerwest tram extension
Parramatta Road redevelopment
Operational and R/E yields

World examplar
c $2 billion over time
c $2 billion

Use Bradfield Town Hall to Whitlam Sq

ES trams

Understanding at local level is
required to put pressure on the upper
levels following repeated plagiarisms,
blunders and waste.

c $5 billion inc r/e yields

Ports & Logistics across Eastern Seabord
Costly delays since 2012
Regional losses in Newcastle & Wollongong
Curtailment of Port Botany

arguably $30 billion

1
25

23
21

16
22

13

20
2

9
7

24

27

8

19a 1517
18

5

11

14

26

12

Number of victims

Acts of commission

Cost imposed

Acts of omission

1. NW Metro Vs BRT
2. WestConnex
3. West Metro Vs
Greiner
4. St Marys Metro Vs
Gibbons
5. Aerotropolis
6. Goanna Bridge and
Fireworks etc
7. Nth Beaches Link
8. Parra tram
9. CBD tram Vs BRT
10.Parra tram Vs
Parra City
11.Newcastle tram
12.Bondi Beach
13.Morrison’s
Backyard
14.Inland Rail
15.NSW 5 fast trains
16.Morrison Geelong
17.Morrison 5 fast
trains
18.CLARA
19.Albo HST (x 2)
20.Stimulus
Malenomics
21.Amalgamations
22.Cruise ship
terminal
23.Port of Newcastle
24.Illawarra Swirl
25.Greyhounds
Horses
26.RG causes
27.Murray/Gibbons
28.Revive Blue
Mountains

$8 billion
who knows?

6
10
28

4

19b
3
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Few will understand this but it is the only representation I am aware of of matching the fast results
of Eddo-type logic to evolving needs so that the infrastructure can improve trends rather than be
reactive.
HST & Fast(er) Rail Budget pitfalls and Political Crises
High Speed Train & Turnbull/Berejiklian Faux-Fast rail – need for a professional alternative and
process
Labor’s Anthony Albanese started the latest study of conventional Fast Rail about 10 years ago
following a CSIRO desktop exercise.
A period of revisionist thinking by Malcolm Turnbull, who was excited by the CLARA model of selffinancing massive infrastructure through even more massive residential development, and the
Business Chamber’s use of the Harbour Bridge and Centurion’s mixed fast and freight trains, the
Chaser’s (Dom Knight) general diatribe, and the 10 Turnbull/Berejiklian absurdities with uncritical
media acceptance, were (in Turnbull terminology) muddle-headed, ideological and stupid.
Albanese resuscitated the traditional form of High Speed Train in 2019.
Then he said in 2022 that he would look at doing it differently which went straight onto my
plagiarism list as I am the only person in Australia to do that thinking and had it endorsed by Tim
Fischer before his death in October 2019 – in fact his last op-ed in the Border Mail mentioned neither
CLARA nor HST as he told me he had been persuaded. This is another case where I have worked
hard to achieve Australia’s best interests and been suppressed by Labor and the Coalition.
It is worth asking the question:
Do we have to assume that a concept that was started by a scientist drawing a line on a
map and projecting very shiny toys, that went through so many painful failed iterations,
that seemed to die a natural death in a country that needs faster delivery of more cost
effective infrastructure rather than 10 years of investigation and 30 years of construction,
is still an acceptable option let along one worth now spending $1 billion on land
acquisition AS A START?
The terms of reference given to Albo’s Feasibility team stated the expectations for routes and
locations, type of service (over 300 km/hour) and term (to 2085). They conducted a professional
study along economic and financial lines, with some environmental, taxation and customer factors
too. They were bound by terms of reference which prejudiced their chances from the off.
They did not define peak and off-peak which makes some calculations difficult to check.
No route and service options were considered and time has moved on from 2014. The format
seems to make consolidated cost and patronage analyses as hard as possible. The main
conclusions which affect the socio-economic decisions are:
1. Operating costs total $189 billion (discounted to $2025) against a total capital cost of $114
billion, with a gap of $86.6 billion even with a 30% higher-than-normal fare level
2. Planning, appraisals and approvals would take a decade, land acquisition is a massive task,
the investigations phases will cost some $10,400,000,000
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3. Leisure fares are about half of business but how will the system know who-iswhom! Avoiding Parramatta is said to eliminate a loss of $45 billion in user benefits! That
might fail the pub test Sydney Terminal patronage is 29 per cent of the total
4. Sydney to Canberra will be the first stage, followed hard by the Melbourne link, together
accounting for 44 per cent of construction costs and 59 per cent of patronage. It is
inconceivable that an HST would avoid this corridor and Wagga Wagga, Albury Wodonga
and Shepparton. However, Wollongong and many North Coast towns are excluded,
necessarily under the model, and the Southern Highlands’ towns will be remote from the
line
5. Sydney to Newcastle – 17 per cent of construction costs and 4% of patronage
6. Newcastle to Gold Coast – 30 per cent of costs and 6% of passengers
7. Brisbane – 10 per cent of costs and 3% of patronage.
North of Sydney therefore accounts for 57 per cent of costs and 13% of patronage. It has to be
said, this is a no-brainer: it will not proceed.
The Feasibility contains much detail on the types and numbers of vehicles and services. There will
be a fairly even split of 200 metre and 300 metre vehicles, respectively with 520 and 780 seats,
with an overall loading of 90 per cent. It was found on checking that the fleet total was calculated
incorrectly and is out by 50 trains.
The truth about Fast Rail – February 2018
This discussion revealed deceit and mischief which persist still and need to be redressed, not
gifter, in yet another Albanese Budget.
Background: Developers around Wilton had Canberra support for Centurion’s preposterous
hybrid fast rail model. South-eastern Australia is experiencing another epidemic of fast-rail
fever. Here are two conflicting objectives, to move some 80% of air travellers onto a fast, CBD-toCBD 500+km/h train using the farebox and terminal rights; and a land profit model using levies and
prices, without/with government subsidies. Both have new alignments through the bush.
As is usual in NSW, there is an option that it, the ACT Government and iA won’t look at, namely
Perth’s Mandurah line© which runs down the freeway.
The NSW Business Chamber proposed to run HST from Newcastle on existing track including the
Harbour Bridge which Minister Berejiklian shot down, rightly.
The Consolidated Land and Rail Australia’ $200 billion system will have five, now eight, “new
cities” of about 400,000 each, operational from 2026 or 2050 or whenever, with every $1,000
invested in land growing by 150 times. Six will be in NSW, two in Victoria. 1.6 million new dwellings
is a challenging environmental and engineering prospect, worthy of Hercules.
They say they own about half of the Melbourne-Sydney corridor already which needs to be
tested; while access to CBDs and metropolitan corridors will be a different matter
altogether. Commuters will be locked out and CLARA acknowledges they will disadvantage
existing cities. Professor Paul Newman said that is enough to politically kill the concept.
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There has been no real discussion about how people will live and work and how much they will pay
the company upfront and ongoing. John Alexander MP was reported as saying “You will push up
prices enormously around Goulburn; people will be delighted”. “Value capture” has every
potential to make landowners and buyers very angry.
However reports are that PM Turnbull is keen on CLARA but his Infrastructure Minister Paul
Fletcher is highly sceptical. iA is following a Government-funded model of 4 capitals, 4 fringe cities
and 11 regionals by 2065. Is that the best governments can do?
Centurion plans a “heavy metro” service between Campbelltown and Wollongong as stage 1 of an
HST between Canberra and Newcastle. They include freight operations to/from Port Kembla. The
NSW Government says it will “unlock” Wilton to the tune of 350,000 people (the Council is
planning 11,000).
To make a big project feasible on the basis of betterment – and the reality would be a mix –
100,000 lots would have to pay some $2.4 billion a year over 30 years or $25,000 p.a. per
lot. Clearly that would be absurd. Maldon-Dombarton will be carrying 110 container trains a day
plus car-carriers so Centurion are wrong.
Locking high speed rail into a value capture contract killed every previous attempt and will do the
same now. Running a trainline largely down the freeway medians as in Mandurah in WA will better
serve existing towns. Bending at Goulburn and other towns and allowing some capture from new
towns say at Marulan, would be cleaner, faster and more effective.
Mr Albanese started Infrastructure Australia and would be well aware that option-testing is an
essential first stage, with needs assessment, of all due diligence protocols. Sir Rod Eddington, in
London especially, and Nick Greiner in iNSW, gave many examples of why this is vital to cost
effectiveness. The logic applies to HST and the West and St Marys Metros, the 3-Port strategy and
supporting infrastructure, and innerwest congestion etcetera.
As a reminder, the Australian Infrastructure Plan is clear:
Proponents of new infrastructure which do not undertake the prerequisite project development
work risk poor outcomes, preventing the community from accessing the infrastructure they
require, and restricting economic opportunities.
Prior to investment decisions, governments should define the problem that needs to be
addressed. Problems are identified through long-term integrated infrastructure planning and the
analysis of strategic data sources such as Infrastructure Australia’s Audit. Once the problem has
been defined, early project development studies should then proceed. These include:
•

Strategic options assessments: demonstrate the nature and scale of the problem(s) and
identify solutions which may or may not involve the delivery of new infrastructure;

•

Feasibility studies: undertake engineering, environmental and economic assessments to
develop solutions into fully-scoped projects; and

•

Project business cases: provide more detailed economic assessments, including costbenefit analysis.

These studies help ensure the right infrastructure solution is selected and that benefits to the
community are maximised. In Sir Rod’s words in London,
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There are good returns across the priority areas, but smaller projects which unblock pinchpoints, variable infrastructure schemes to support public transport in urban areas and
international gateway surface access projects are likely to offer the very highest returns,
sometimes higher than £10 for every pound spent. However, large projects with speculative
benefits and relying on untested technology, are unlikely to generate attractive returns.
The policy process needs to be rigorous and systematic: start with the three strategic
economic priorities, define the problems, consider the full range of modal options using
appraisal techniques that include full environmental and social costs and benefits, and
ensure that spending is focused on the best policies…
For these and other reasons, it is concluded that Labor should withdraw its(2019) promise to start
land acquisition at an initial cost of $1 billion, and adopt an iA-compliant protocol.

Port Disasters at Wollongong, Botany and Kembla
This area has been characterised by malice and manipulation leading to fundamental Budgetary
distortions and serious threats to Australia’s productivity and competitiveness. I imagine Albanese
and Chalmers do not know that their Budget has a contingent hit of well over $10 billion the way
Inland Rail is going.
In 2008 the then chair of Port Kembla Nick Whitlam welcomed PM Rudd’s infrastructure funding
promises by seeking $1.2 billion to match Botany’s container capacity and $300 million to finish
Maldon-Dombarton. Adele Ferguson wrote it up as busting “the cosy duopoly between Patrick
and Dubai Ports (formerly P&O ports)”. His hopes were to be dashed as, underneath all, is a Cargo
Cult reality shared across the industry and especially Ports Australia and Botany and Newcastle.
The SWIRL Report was produced in August 2017 in the context of the Federal offering to provide
business case funding for selected regional rail track improvements. Illawarra First’s notion was to
add commuting and logistics capacity for inter-regional movements between the coast, the SW
and Greater West via completion of the Maldon-Dombarton (M-D) rail link. Yes, same link
unrequited.
A classic example is the polarity between coal freight projects and infrastructure
projections. These passages are from UOW’s SWIRL report, with the contrast between the
Governments’ relying on the South Coast line but sabotaging the main alternatives, MaldonDombarton and Moss Vale-Unanderra:
the freight volume on the South Coast Line was 9,566 kilotonnes in 2011 and is estimated will
double over the next 20 years (NSW Freight and Ports Strategy, 2013). However, it is expected
there will be no spare capacity on the line from 2030 (based on ACIL Tasman's demand forecast).
As freight shares the South Coast Line with passenger trains, freight traffic is not allowed
to use the line during the peak commuting hours. Also, the rail line is basically set up for
passenger trains, which makes it difficult to secure longer train paths for freight trains. In
addition to these limitations, the expected growth in the passenger demand and the
introduction of the southern Sydney rapid trains project will provide further boundaries for
freight, especially more difficulties for freight train paths availability. Meeting the future
demand of freight will require efficient solutions to manage these limitations.
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iA had a different rationale in early 2017:
Modelling provided by the proponent indicates that there is expected to be adequate freight
capacity on the Illawarra Line and Moss Vale to Unanderra Line to meet demand until 2031. From
2031, proposed changes to the operation of the Illawarra line, with the potential introduction of
rapid transit services to Hurstville, may introduce new capacity constraints. The timing of these
proposed future changes would be a significant factor in determining how and when future
additional freight rail capacity to and from Port Kembla would be required.
The ”rapid transit to Hurstville” reflects Berejiklian’s haphazard metromania. She announced it
along with Bankstown only to find out the interconnections would work only with difficulty if at
all. This is called “poor pre-planning” and has been roundly criticised by Schott’s Commission of
Audit, Grattan’s analyses of NSW’s “negligent” approach, iA’s own analyses, and SGS Economics’
studies of WestConnex for the City of Sydney, inter alia. (See comments on the Calfas Panel
report, above.)
There are four other issues which indicate the need for a re-look:
1. The PM gave the Faster Trains money to the Central Coast and explicitly said the Illawarra
needs to work harder if it is to get any. The $ millions given to CLARA under that program
was a PM’s captain’s call on dud ideological grounds. It will be tested as corrupt and/or
incompetent (as the $400 m to Botany railing is already), with the question, why wasn’t it
spent wisely – and what sort of cadre advises him given the gap between mouth and
reality? He has no escape from the arrow labelled “$100 million allocated to a lucky
consultancy” for a few weeks work
2. The UOW SWIRL study underestimated the significance of coal capacity issues and of the
difficulty of scheduling passenger services if M-D is built as planned. The progress of the
second Airport is relevant also but see the failure of the West and St Marys Metros and of
the City Deal
3. The PM and Premier made a massive mistake in appeasing the metro lobby in the form of
an erratic outcome of the WS City Deal. If that “decision” is allowed to stand, Port Kembla
will lose forever both Moss Vale-Unanderra and M-D connections to Western Sydney and
the Inland Rail bridge
4. There has been a long-term misunderstanding of the incompatibilities of logistics mixed
with passenger services and of the logistics needs of Greater Sydney. Up to two-thirds of
Sydney’s containers will need to be collected at Parkes; while Newcastle and Port Kembla
will have to be built-up to handle say 5 million TEU per annum each if possible. SWIRL and
PON reflected both misunderstandings.
Comments, in short, on SWIRL are:
1. Coal capacity deadline of 2030 in the South Coast Line is critical and receives insufficient
attention. Counteracts the fatal City Deal “decision”
2. No reconciliation of M-D’s 60 trains per day Vs increase in car importing + containers +
changes to wheat and coal. Headways between trains and trade peaks in Port receivals
should be discussed explicitly.
a. We need a schematic showing current and future train movements as well as
volumes to serve as a reference and blunder-checking aide
b. Reversion to Corrigan-like car import yards (Minto, now further west?) needs to be
discussed as a strategic issue
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3. There is a real chance that passenger trains cannot run on M-D due to capacity and
scheduling conflicts
4. Should focus on high-voltage AC electrification and link to Goulburn and to Parkes
5. Grade remains a worry, 3.3/100 (not 3/100) is limiting, strongly agree with duplication but
take it to four and extend it from Maldon to Werrington (?) and remember Christie freight
line from Enfield to Main West
(disagree with comment on p 28 - the SWIRL would be a predominantly dual track line except for the
two major bridges and the 4 km tunnel …. This would pose some constraint on capacity but this
constraint would not be considered limiting in the short to medium-term in our view.)
1. 6,000 cars to train switch of commuters to be tested – unlikely
2. Valuation of time savings on p 33 is questionable (SGS re WestConnex)
3. BCA: is a ranking tool, not merit test, wrong name needs correction (BCA not CBA).
The Labor MP, whom I had known well for 30 years, was frustrated with my criticisms of SWIRL
and his last email to me was short: get f’ed Robert and leave me alone.
The harsh reality is that Port Kembla’s coal stakeholders/owners are sending their product to
Newcastle due to price disparities; while the closure of BHP’s steel facilities is mooted (with more
notice than Newcastle received).
I am grateful to Newcastle’s Greg Cameron for these two quotes via The Newcastle Herald:
reported on 28 July 2012:
But Mr Baird said yesterday Port Kembla was found to be the most cost-effective location ''for any
potential future overflow of containers from Port Botany'', based on an assessment of the NSW
freight network and its proximity to businesses and warehouses in south west Sydney.
Mr Baird made no mention of a ''cap on numbers'' at the Port of Newcastle including the
economic implications for northern NSW of maintaining the Port Botany monopoly over
container movements.
And reported on 3 August 2012:
In truth, the writing has been on the wall for some time before now, but in coming to
Newcastle to deliver those words, Mr Gay was saying clearly and absolutely that Newcastle
had lost its place in the planning queue to Port Kembla as the overflow port for the state's
main container facilities at Port Botany.
The more recent Calfas national Freight and Ports Panel Inquiry accepted such defects – it is barely
relevant to NSW’s Port crisis and the mooted “NSW Productivity Commission” will be irrelevant but it agreed with the thrust of the current work, that
A National Freight & Supply Chain Strategy presents an opportunity for a true national
approach to freight that transcends borders and transport modes and creates the
environment to deliver significant productivity, safety and environmental reforms. We
encourage everyone in the industry to participate in the development of the National Freight
and Supply Chain Strategy.
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Regional leadership is needed to ensure Newcastle’s legitimate expectations are achieved but the
incredibly powerful post-BHP Newcastle spirit of the 1990s is nowhere to be seen under the
arrogant burghers on the Regional Chamber and RDA.

The Berejiklian and Albanese administrations produced Freight & Ports Strategies in 2013 which
were widely criticised then, and more recently in submissions to the next cycle of the same
thing. TfNSW received submissions up to near the end of March 2018 and it is safe to assume that
recent governmental directions will not be reversed in the final version. Already the Turnbull
Government has backed-up its City Deal blundering (analysed below) with a $100 million “business
case” by two cronies (a “PR brochure”) of the St Mary’s metro that sterilises Port Kembla. The
amount is a disgrace (the equivalent of 83 consulting-years) and we will find out who
benefits; but the act was unprofessional and unsustainable.
The freight and ports communities cannot rely on the submissions they put in as none addressed
three especially critical challenges: the true port hierarchy, the lack of transport support, and
failures of strategic resource budgetting. The same is true of the City Council and regional
business chamber.
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No involved agency has developed a potentially-successful holistic economic, political and
employment strategy. NSW and iA summaries and analyses are fanciful in a State which is more
than $100 billion under-funded against inner-zone promises, with a crashing failure of the
transport/housing efforts of the Greater Sydney Commission.
Deloittes Gaps
The Port of Newcastle commissioned several consultancies designed to boost its commercial
prospects, including
1. Deloittes – “NSW Container and Ports Policy” (March 2018): task to establish an economic
case to divert traffic from Port Botany to PON on the basis of a large “footprint” through
regional NSW, material reductions in truck traffic in Sydney, and reductions in logistics
costs. It is referenced here as “Deloittes”
2. Lycopodium - “Container Transport Economics Study” (2016, not sighted).
Deloittes had done other consultancies such as The NSW Economy in 2031-32 (2012) and Shaping
Future Cities – designing Western Sydney (2018) – a particular target for a separate critique, the City
Deal’s N/S Rail debacle. They prepare NZ’s port annual data reports.
Deloittes does not contain a SWOT or critical issues matrix and its Executive Summary does not
mention Port of Newcastle lease and planning permissions, the same for Port Botany in its specific
context, or of known criticisms of reports it referenced including their own analysis of the
Northern Sydney Freight Corridor.
Dr John Goldberg contested their treatment to the extent that there are no cost savings (from
moving freight from road to rail) and “By correct use of the NSW Treasury guidelines, my audit
showed that the real benefits were only about one-fifth those obtained by Deloitte”. See Jenny
Wiggins, “NSW rail benefits overstated by flawed analysis”, AFR 22 Jan ’14.
The Berejiklian and Albanese administrations produced Freight & Ports Strategies in 2013 which
were widely criticised then, and more recently in submissions to the next cycle of the same
thing. TfNSW received submissions up to near the end of March 2018 and it is safe to assume that
recent governmental directions will not be reversed in the final version. Already the Turnbull
Government has backed-up its City Deal blundering (analysed below) with a $100 million “business
case” by two cronies (a “PR brochure”) of the St Mary’s metro that sterilises Port Kembla. The
amount is a disgrace (the equivalent of 83 consulting-years) and we will find out who
benefits; but the act was unprofessional and unsustainable.
The freight and ports communities cannot rely on the submissions they put in as none addressed
three especially critical challenges: the true port hierarchy, the lack of transport support, and
failures of strategic resource budgetting. The same is true of the City Council and regional
business chamber.
The Port of Newcastle put in a strong submission based on Deloittes’ analysis of regional logistics
savings and reducing pressure on Port Botany, but relied on a long-term public campaign by the
former BHP media flack Greg Cameron, who aims to
… privately fund a rail freight bypass of Newcastle and Sydney by building a container terminal at the
Port of Newcastle and railing containers and general freight for the Sydney market.
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Cameron has included the replacement of both Ports Botany and Kembla by PON. Neither
Deloittes nor PON advocated the bypass specifically in recent documents (TfNSW has for at least 5
years) but have made it clear that they rely on its capacity and separation between freight and
passenger.
The construction of a terminal depends on reversal of the Baird super- tax but on so much more as
well. Most critically, it depends on shipping and transport logistics, manoeuvring around
corrupted State policies (not just the tax), and fundamental breakdowns in the Federal approach
to Inland Rail. The harsh reality is that Port Kembla’s coal stakeholders/owners are sending their
product to Newcastle due to price disparities; while the closure of BHP’s steel facilities is mooted
(with more notice than Newcastle received).
Wollongong and and Newcastle communities refused to listen on the destructive force of
Kennedy’s City Deal:
The City Deal was the biggest Turnbull deceit designed to “protect” his wife but did the
reverse, from which followed this sleight-of-hand:
a. The City Deal was running towards a South West to St Marys via Badgerys orientation,
partly for passenger services but also linking with Maldon-Dombarton which the Chinese
Centurion consortium wanted to use fast trains on. (They don’t mix.)
•

At the 11th hour, the 72nd week of 72, the Prime Minister and Berejiklian capriciously
rotated the route so that the South West will be metro rail and incapable of carrying
freight trains, thus killing all commuting benefits but favouring the Berejiklian HK
North West metro model which is failing and apparently deserves camouflage
instead of correction

•

Badgerys airport will not have high-quality transit services and very real options
were deliberately sterilised without election legitimacy or process probity

A mythical outer orbital including 20-km tunnel has been floated by TfNSW as with the equally
mythical long rail by-pass of Sydney (below). Both have been left to the never-never in a State
where $15.9 billion from poles and wires blew out to $80 billion then over $100 billion in
Berejiklian’s elongation of Labor’s horror story.
Logistics chains as well as corridor reservations and capacity adjustments require careful planning,
route reservations and staged construction, all heading in the right direction. The current
intentions use the wrong technology, wrong trackage and wrong route. The run-ons are
horrendous.
The greatest myth is that Maldon-Dombarton linked to the SW chain had been properly
planned. (I say that as one of the three initial planners in the Dark Ages of 1981-2.) Albanese’s
Feasibility Study said it has a maximum capacity of 60 trains per day (which is doubtful given overstandard grades) which is about 2 million TEU; but the Illawarra’s SWIRL has fast trains on it as
well as its baseloads of grains, minerals, coal and car imports (if TfNSW can get its act together).
SWIRL’s case and iA’s evaluation are disreputable but so is Newcastle’s case – not forgetting
Turnbull’s Port Botany’s Budget blunder (below). M-D has been a Fed football for Coalition and
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Labor Governments alike since 1988. iA ruled it out – looking for a regional re-engineering (not
that they’d know what this is – I did it but no one listened).
A re-engineering of the whole Illawarra/South West/West chain is required, not yet another
ideological time warp. Illawarra hits a capacity limit with passenger services in 2020 (i.e.
tomorrow) and coal in 2031 (i.e. next week). That that is so is true is demonstrated in the following
sectional texts.
The official hierarchy of ports is Botany first and until full, Kembla second, and Newcastle
third. There is no proper strategy that supports this product of capricious Ministerial statements:
• No economic analysis of a broad multi-regional type done by the Brookings Institute or of
sub-elements
• No employment and housing strategy that meshes with current and future jobs,
infrastructure and social infrastructure patterns
• No proper industry inputs that professionally address all such factors as smart “white
knights”.
No involved agency has developed a potentially-successful holistic economic, political and
employment strategy. NSW and iA summaries and analyses are fanciful in a State which is more
than $100 billion under-funded against inner-zone promises, with a crashing failure of the
transport/housing efforts of the Greater Sydney Commission.

Four Pillars, Media Distortions & UK Localism
Australian local governance is a shambles of self-interest and ego games. My Creative
Reconstruction has been offered gratis to PM Albanese but he has declined to respond – so far.
ResPublica put it this way in Restoring Britain’s City States:
What has so far been achieved in Manchester and Sheffield signals the beginning of a
differential and incremental process that can, in time, lead to full place-based devolution and
provide a template for other cities in the UK.
Cities simply lack the necessary control over public resources to shape and design services in
order to achieve distinct local outcomes. Consequently, many local communities and
individuals experience a system that provides overly prescriptive and reactive services, deeply
disjointed and fragmented, with multiple points of access, assessment and referral but with
limited continuity of care between agencies and providers. This situation disincentivises local
co-operation as delivery organisations compete with each other unnecessarily.
It results in wasteful duplication of ineffective activity across services. It limits innovation and
the capacity to adapt to local variations, leading to unintended policy outcomes – solving
easier-to-help problems but entrenching others – and, ultimately, poorer services at higher
costs. Most importantly, it frustrates the public and undermines the quality of the services
they receive, resulting in poorer outcomes and a reduced trust or belief in local and national
governance to actually deliver public goods.
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A more likely explanation of ongoing central control is the belief that ministers and Parliament
should be responsible and accountable. This, along with the fear of what might go wrong,
outweighs the impulse to devolve.
ELECTORAL INTEGRITY
Citizens elect
representatives
• Citizens influence
outcomes via budgets,
projects & policies
between elections

• Enable citizens & councils
• Constrain agencies & lobbies
• Break amalgamations along
proper lines
• Keep promises in budgets &
instruments

•
• Agencies bound to truth &
accuracy
• Full cycles as in iA/Greiner
• Replace mastheads with direct
media

TAXATION REFLECTS OUTCOMES

PROPER COMMUNICATIONS
•

•
•

•

Citizens understand what is
happening – real
information conveyed
clearly on progress &
options
Citizens provide feedback
on their choices
Media understand and
inform

•

EFFECTIVENESS
Sydney lacks an
independent evidencebased service e.g. HVRF
• Restore full Performance
Indicators cf CCQG review
• Publish CCQG report
• Open agencies to quality
auditing of their 360o
engagement practices

•

•

Agencies report clearly and
promptly against accepted
criteria and standards against
outcomes agreed
Agencies observe citizen
decisions and not distort
outcomes

Incidence reflects affordability
of access within constraints on
locational and other choices
Imposts reflect willingness to
pay for offered services &
standards

• Value capture constrained in
line with US municipal bonds
• Engage communities cf “Civic
Limits
• Ban redactions and ensure full
accountability

It is dispiriting that the Australian style is so manipulative and cynical. The councils in the SW have
been robbed and they haven’t realised, as have other sub-regions and progressively whole cities;
while the massive benefits to be gained from Bowditch’s insight are discarded, in ignorance and
corporate self-interest.
Creative Reconstruction strengthens all of these profound directions, better than national and
state politicians could understand.

Kennedy and Chalmers – a fatal partnership?
Novel Coronavirus had been predicted for a long time as it is a latest in a series of zoonotic viruses
emanating from bats. The damage has been disproportionate to the relatively low case load. The
“medicine” was newish, early expectations of developing a “vaccine” were regarded as overly
optimistic, including by Nobel Laureate Peter Doherty, and the hopes of a speedy economic
recovery was described as V or J curved, which was naïve. It has been a vicious and mutable threat
if governments are slack as Australia’s has been.
The subsequent outbreaks of the “UK variant” through to BA.5 brought the nation and eventually
governments to a standstill, with all government ignoring my “community resilience” approach,
and the National Cabinet is to be condemned as a failure in every aspect of its imputed duties.
The performance of the main Coalition actors was appalling. From a clumsy effort to evacuate
Australian citizens in Wuhan to the first stimulus cheques going out, the avoidable delay led to a
loss of 1,400,000 jobs, unfairly imposed greater debt and reduced superannuation savings, and
worsened social costs and recovery difficulties. The arts package was long-term (dithered back to
Dec ’20), not so much stimulus, and it favoured events and venues, with tradies an uncertain
afterthought.
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This is a contextual map showing that Kennedy was an under-reported source of confusion and
chaos in destroying the Western Sydney economy, the corona responses and then farting around
with Parliament, Budgets and MYEFOs, and abusing my civic and property rights (the WS City Deal
is at the foot of this document):

That followed the bushfire charades. Burning Koalas hit the news headlines but for different
reasons when the cameras aren’t rolling: the main threat is loss of habitat which is a
Governmental failure. Then Morrison went on to punish the communities which complained about
slow and non-existent repair cheques from promised relief funds, and most symbolic of all, the PM
cancelled the pre-orders for fire-fighting air tankers as punishment to the fire chiefs he had been
stalling for more than a year.
With the majority of Australians nodding furiously with the firefighters but with the PM wafting
between “let’s make love” faux-consensus and “farmers are greenies” aggression, the righteous
blaming and facts are laying-open the entrails of a discredited Administration. Former PM Rudd
has said that the Coalition was antagonistic to inclusion of bushfire damaged zones in post-GFS
stimulus, which shows a disturbing long-term value misalignment.
On 2 Nov ’20 $187 million was announced for bushfire reconstruction and recovery, already
allocated. It emerged that 98.9% went to Coalition electorates and none to the Blue Mountains
($66 m damage). Mealy words then came that the council had not submitted the right form – but
it was a secret process.
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Berejiklian had been caught allocating $250 million from her office, by only her own “authority”.
Her attitude was the same as when investigated for corruption – she shredded the documents
ICAC sought. What can public servants do? – they cannot correct an arrogant and criminallymischievous train wreck.
The full bushfire catastrophe is recounted on this website and stimulus-stupidity.com.
Criticism of that and the corona catastrophe led to this. Tourism stimulus package was delayed –
to just be announced, not started – until 23 July! Even then, the Prime Minister snookered himself
from achieving the best outcomes for our most harmed sectors, with another set of failed
processes. In order to avoid dealing with the analyst, he favoured his ego over the National
Interest and cancelled SME food and accommodation stimulus.
Morrison and Frydenberg increasingly dressed up their 2020 in hallucinogenic terms:
•

they started with a sound economy; when the economy was faltering through 2019, the
need for “stimulus” was openly debated from the middle of the year and Morrison was
paralysed

•

they acted decisively; when they dithered, made mistakes, had no plan – indeed, the three
waves of “stimulus” (misnomer) came on 12, 20 and 30 March, the media not noticing the
inherent confusion, but I did in real time and Frydenberg obviously panicked

•

the big tranche on 30 March was obviously disorganised; it quickly fell apart as the authors
had eschewed a broader roadmap, a plan, as I published, and gave appearance that there
was no coherent logic to the Morrison Government’s meanderings, a characteristic of the
behaviour during the bushfire and rorts imbroglios. It was $60 billion out and a corrections
package had to be announced Because they refused to listen, the authors also did not refer
to this analyst’s webmails to the PM, the saga set out stage-by-stage at
www.sydneybetrayals.me and stimulus-stupidity.com, and the in-depth critiques of the
Budget and MYEFO refusals by Morrison, Frydenberg and Kennedy to apply “budget
repair” to the wider range of previous blunders, at sydneyimprovementpolitics.com.

The following has been left in the current tense due to my eye problems > exhausted eyes.
The NSW Cabal misappropriated OECD and IMF “conclusions” without understanding the
substantive content. Whichever way you look at it, Bairdijiklian Malenomics is a BIG LIE waiting to
be uncovered.
Remember OECD’s dictum to reduce unproductive activities, add that it is vital that we do not pass
onto future generations the avoidable burden of Berejiklian’s obsession with debt.
She (now Perrottet) is charging on with the Rozelle and Metro engineering catastrophes,
meaning dreadful contingent liabilities, with Labor looking on mute, and with the WS City Deal
even though it is the greatest planning mistake in Australian history and will de-energise the
Illawarra, SW and West sub-regions, the east-west and even N/S freight movements, the
Aerotropolis and Parramatta CBD.
OECD in particular provides a framework for proper assessment of the “repair” needed after the
2019 bushfires but the Government was confused and hurtful. The same is happening again.
Turnbull/Morrison had reversed the Charter of Budget Honesty theme and fused their politics with
NSW’s Premier Berejiklian’s. She had squashed Nick Greiner’s reforms there in June 2012, and her
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“malenomics” was absorbed into the federal platform. (Greiner had been the Liberal Party’s
greatest Premier and was inaugural chair of Infrastructure NSW (iNSW) with the task of reversing
the previous Labor state government’s “planning fiascos” by locating decisionmaking nearer to
communities, not in backrooms.) Quite a mess has resulted, including in aged care and the
economy.
The retrospective story was by Paul Kelly and Dennis Shanahan in The Australian on April Fools’
Day, 1 April.
The crisis came out of a
series of not-hilarious
mistakes by Frydenberg as
2019 and 2020 rolled on.

The thesis here is that that “gifting” culture, which includes executive
de-skilling and journalistic churnalism, effectively neutered Australia’s
chances of minimising the impacts of the Novel Coronavirus pandemic
(COVID-19). Now the challenge is to repair the blunders and
accelerate “improvement stimulus” which will see Australia becoming
more equitable, more prosperous, and cleaner and safer to live in. PM
Morrison’s smugness is false bravado: he has not yet started genuine
stimulus.
Treasurer Frydenberg would not listen and continued blundering in
straight lines. It’s worse than that, Frydenberg was confronted with a
2019 Malenomics package and cancelled MYEFO, deferred the Budget,
deferred Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, and deceived
himself into more “gifting” tranches. “The Emperor has no clothes”.
That they got further into trouble was no surprise but that they
oppose repair of their blunders is catastrophic. Industry groups are
Big Business and disregard SMEs. Local government has a potential
role but is excluded.
The Governments ignore, even suppress, the solutions which the
Australian people should have the opportunity to understand and
discuss, including new budgetary processes to assist with “targeted and
proportionate” (which the Government has been unable to achieve).

Most recipients will be aware of the reasons why I am pursuing the theft of my Intellectual Property
and the “improvement” of infrastructure and community engagement:
•

the first so I can use my money to achieve great things in society,

•

the latter to emulate he greatest generation of reformers in our history, the world’s leading
municipal body, the Sydney Reform Council of 1900-12.

•

Greatest of all to cut the Bairdijiklian cancers out of Australia - Plagiarism and unfair,
unAustralian treatment, Baird and Turnbull being the first leaders to condone depriving a
citizen of the right to earn a living and nourish his family –

•

The destruction of “due diligence”, incredible waste in the cities + poor delivery of
infrastructure where it is needed
o ports and Inland Rail
o fast rail, metros and trams
o growth areas
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congestion zones
Unfair and ineffective taxation – value capture that does not work, no auditable municipal
bonds, weak and variable “incentives”
“The Book” addressed Josh Frydenberg’s performance and behaviour but not in isolation from NSW
and the previous Treasurer Morrison.
Kennedy has been a primary author of “The Suppression of Innovation”. PM Turnbull and virtually
every minister then and since has emphasised how important innovation is – for me,
•
•

to reduce waste in “the city” while speeding-up smart ideas, and
re-balance population and employment opportunities.& to save lives; and the impediments
to that, being the people and processes including in the Coalition Governments in Canberra
and Sydney & the National Cabinet and NCC which cause us grief.

Morrison and his captive media were increasingly corrupt through leakage of stimulus funding to
his client groups. They violently rejected “repair” which is intrinsic to OECD’s and IMF’s mantras.
Frydenberg postponed a budget, cancelled a formal Mid-Year statutory review, deferred
Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, snuck in a faux mid-year review and then butcheredup a budget, all because he could not face my progressive and intensifying criticisms and better
options.
As well, Morrison ran away from me 9 times which has grown into public hilarity. As for wellplanned (Morrison kept lying “of course we had a plan”), the chronology tells a different story: in
true Kennedy manner, mayhem on the docks and at the airports, a false contact app, a coordination body that was clueless and which was wiped out when I challenged the Frydenberg
package in mid-July, leaving a leadership vacuum at all levels of government, and idiotic laissezfaire in quarantine and general domestic travel non-restrictions:

January: Wuhan, PM
wants $1,000 pp
January: first case,
flight from Wuhan
PM: herd immunity,
vaccine, U or V recovery
PM does NOT connect
the dots: does not act or
prepare, does not “plan”
Berejiklian lets in 4
cruise liners in midMarch
NSW outbreaks in aged
care from 11/4
May - School
closedowns start on
spot basis
PM agrees restrictions
must be imposed

PM and all Ministers & most medicos - “download app”, immediately doubted and later proven so, but they kept lying.
Lack of a planning framework meant major risk and harm groups were forgotten and/or ignored when the gap was realised – aged
facilities being the major example, how many suffered excruciating pain and death unnecessarily >>>>

Wild use of terms and labels (as in
economics) – confusing & dispiriting

Gibbons circulates case
studies & methodological
critiques. PM is waning

Confusion on role of
medicos – slow action
Vs their urgency
Premiers pushed closure of
non-essential businesses,
schools stayed open. PM
creates National Cabinet on
25/3
PM: listen to your
Premier
Berejiklian – worse
thing would be to have
to re-close businesses
Panic waves of Fed
random payment
schemes in March,
States move
independently

Key dates: Pubs closed on 23 March, reopened on 1 June, were curtailed by area
closedowns and border restrictions,
especially by Berejiklian

PM creates NCCC on
25/3 under Gaetjens
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After 6 months, Morrison & Berejiklian succeed
In creating confusion and distress

6 July – NSW & Vic agree to
close their border, CBD &
suburban lockdowns multiply.
Schools opening & closing like
an Advent card
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On 18/7 PM cancels 2 weeks of
Parliament on spurious grounds
(ref economics sheet)
PM wipes out NCCC after RG’s
attacks on ineptness – should
have done the reverse
Morrison still allowing inbound
flights w/o testing
4 August Morrison rejects,
wavers then announces
Pandemic Leave. Borders
closing harder, Berejiklian
wrecks Murray River Zone

It is still “blundering within the Bubble” – no
plan, no analyses and numbers, no
understanding of reality & empiricism, no
acceptance of the best advice, nothing but
disgrace, waste, cronyism and cruelty
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2 years-plus later there are still “shops” and households living in tents, on the South Coast of NSW
– they had had the temerity to complain about slowness and his Hawaii sojourn when Morrison
visited and was heckled, and when they defeated Morrison’s candidate when a by-election was
held to replace a legendary but sick Labor MP.
THE
NSW
CABAL
PRIME MINISTER’S
BUBBLE

TWO FUSED
EXCLUSION (or
PROTECTED) ZONES – in
“the BUBBLE”
• ‘Client” interests e.g.
metro financiers &
corporates,
Transurban, own
Party fund-raising
• Planning directions

NSW PREMIER’S
BUBBLE
Measurable waste
& lost opportunities from
Sydney Cronyism inflicted on
the whole nation

• Financial allocations
to directions &
projects
• Tin Soldiers involved
• Locales to be hit e.g.
Nth Parra, Newcastle
• People to hurt: critics,
OPTIONS

Morrison, Frydenberg and Berejiklian learnt
nothing from their endless series of blunders,
leading to Berejiklian having an international
trade fair after her December Budget, telling
massive porkies which the media missed, and
Morrison lying to President-elect Biden and to
OECD about his “hard carbon” obsession and
hatred of “greenies and lefties”.
Rorting got worse not lessor, with Berejiklian
telling all and sundry that “everybody does it”;
but Morrison’s diversion of bushfire repair
funds into Party cronies’ war chests was
obscene and disgusting.

WA, Queensland and Victoria expressed frustration at Berejiklian’s attacks on them and her
blatant ill-discipline behind the innerwest and Northern Beaches outbreaks apart from her earlier
arrogance over 4 cruise ships and innumerable flights in.
That includes the first trans-Tasman flight which had 445 passengers which has still not been
explained – which is her modus operandi – stuff the public interest, I am the queen of all I purvey.
Morrison was obsessed with her and annoyed all Australia by rabbiting-on that she is the “gold
standard” when she was leaden if not clay-footed.
Outbreaks have continued as I predicted and as the goons denied. They had been wrong at every
point and are discredited.
Internal conflicts reached obscene levels due to Murdoch’s intervention; Morrison and Berejiklian
were rabid adherents while the “national cabinet” was a disgraceful morass of nothingness – no
plan, no agenda, no listening to but suppressing me, full acquiescence with Morrison’s plagiarisms
and suppressions, disintegrating under the predicted malice of Gaetjens and his former NSW
Treasury mistress Berejiklian.
A lot of early deaths were in quarantine facilities and nursing homes which clearly shows that (1)
Morrison owns both and is hopeless and irresponsible, and (2) Fed and State Treasuries and Health
administrations failed to prepare for the inevitable and horrible. All escaped accountability but
must not – they must come before the bar of public opinion as well of the Parliaments.
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The ways to
improve
“governance” and
medico-economic
outcomes have
been described in
detail in my report,
they are “ready to
go” for informed
discussion.

Positive measures

Degree of
Stimulation

•

$20 billion commitment to SMEs

•

Youth employment

•

Reversal of debt obsession under duress

•

Tax cuts

•

Lie abt SME support – malice re food &
accommodation, arts & recreation, education
& others as in OECD

•

Corruption of National Cabinet

•

Rejection of great ideas including Goanna
Transit Bridge, Bondi Beach & Syd Uni
expressnets, and Local Govt revitalisation

Negative & wasteful
measures

However,
• Continuation of catastrophic NSW mistakes
Ethical & Moral Failures
Morrison’s refusal
Ø Rozelle congestion entanglement & Nthn
• Theft of i deas being used
Beaches impossible tollway
to adopt carbon
• Misogyny & abuse
Ø Metros’ intrinsic capacity strangulation
• Breaches of c odes &
which is unsustainable – must be paused
targets and to
protocols inc luding
& re-planned via strategic process
lobbyist conflic ts
include climate
change mitigation in “stimulus”, are fundamental barriers to Australia’s credibility in the world.
The theory is that soundly-based infrastructure projects will employ people now but also boost
productivity in the future.
Fat chance in Australia, there is no “pipeline” up-and-down process hierarchy in place, where iA is a
miserable failure. Not one of Berejiklian’s madcap schemes will produce a positive benefits ratio
over costs. All will drain education, health and other budgets as far as we can see (past 2056
according to the 2017 Treasury Intergenerational Report).
That leads into the sensible Biden path but in a better manner.
We are using the OECD template to explain how the Morrison/Frydenberg/Berejiklian setup has
been and is damaging Australia, through slowness, inexpert schemes, and disregard of genuine
socio-economic needs at local & regional levels.
That victims of the 2019 bushfires have not received promised compensation, while the victims of
RoboDebt are being repaid only in instalments, are criminal injustice, in my view.
Regions, industries and individual enterprises and workers have experienced avoidable distress
and costs through the inadequate knowledge and skills of politicians, media and lobbies, on top of
drought and bushfires. Governmental mistakes means we cannot be definite about numbers.
At the basic level, this threat has been misunderstood by business lobbies, or if not, they have
ignored community best interests. As I’ve said all along, we have to re-open our economy and put
proper interim protections in – not Morrison’s blaumange – but test and more tests is the mantra,
and regions have seen almost no improvement in such dimensions.
Social disobedience is rife as was predicted and the Melbourne contagion is about to disseminate
all over the place. Morrison has a dog’s breakfast’s list of announcements but it is impossible to
know what is real, what is delayed, and what will never happen (i.e. anything about “$100 billion in
10 years” in McCormack’s portfolios). The Berejiklian principle is there to see – the media will forget
the second last, so let’s do four more.
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Politicians of all persuasions (there’s one exception) and journalists are reinforcing each others’
misconceptions. There are three main topics to be debated and one is being suppressed. Both of
their majorities are attacking capricious and incompetent behaviours to the extent they can see
them with their myopia; and both had a naïve optimism about the prospects of a laissez-faire
health regime (now disappearing).
Neither are properly understanding the history since 2015 (1995 in NSW) – what went wrong and
why? what are better “options” – indeed, there is a perverse determination to not “repair” as the
lack of “planning” for the future is in the hands of the people who made the mistakes and who
ensure that their doors are locked against genuine planners. Equity effects are becoming urgent
in the USA – what is going on here? – nada. The accretions of past mistakes are underestimated by
the media and academics, this is a dreadfully serious topic that Morrison and Berejiklian thence the
LNP Feds and ALP pray will keep submerged.
Savings to be gained from proper procedures are very significant – a minimum of $30 billion since
Greiner was forced out in 2012 including the 2nd Harbour Crossing which was out of priority order
and unnecessary had the Hurstville-to-Strathfield line been included as urged in Bedrock. (That
that orbital now has nominally snuck in the back door is shameful but typical of an intellectually
bereft Government.) The Crossing only gained primary political ranking because of Berejiklian’s
2012 NW Tunnel blunder (and Government and media lack of awareness).
iA admitted that “The implications of poor practice are substantial. Research completed by the
University of Melbourne’s Next Generation Engagement Project has found that around $20 billion in
infrastructure projects have been delayed, cancelled or mothballed due to community opposition
over the past decade”. That is superficial and Grattan have put a higher cost on the effects of poor
engineering and managerial practices including the lack of pre-planning (cf WestConnex, ES tram,
Bankstown and all metros, and Parra tramways.

Appendix 1: Supplementary point to PM at 10 am on Sat 20 August
Supplementary Material in “Costs of Suppression” – exposing corruption & malpractice
1. I made my point of view extremely clearly yesterday and am in full revolt against Chalmers’
treatment of me, my beneficiaries and Australia present & future. This is a violation of
citizen and human rights with true conspiracy to harm and defraud
2. I see this morning that 2 ministers have ganged up to support WS metros – no way, I’m
upping the ante*
3. There are major elements I mentioned but underplayed although every one is documented
on my websites and a competent analyst would have known that
4. The examples follow especially of prejudicial malevolence [including all work suppressed
including by Kennedy since 2015 which invalidates Chalmers’ Budget planning which he has
deliberately suppressed]
5. Kennedy and Chalmers
6. Intergenerational equity slaughtered by LNP and now ALP
7. Deceitful camouflage of LNP and now ALP distortions and biases as evidenced in Chalmers’
Summit booklet*
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8. Ethical failures of PM&C and St James Ethical Centre as well as in ALP integrity approach
9. Broken parliamentary and community engagement through domination of vested interests
in backrooms and camouflaged data and deals
10. Revelation of corruption in Kennedy & iA handling of WS and Nancy Bird
11. Your refusal to read my books and websites especially on proper budgetting, Four Pillars,
Integrity and climate change politics and economics – my Border Wars-cumMurray/Gibbons Template is so far ahead of your health and budgetting approach with
disgraceful failure already on preventive health and lax attitude to rising Covid harm and
costs
12. Media manipulations & distortions
13. Deceit of backbenchers and cross benchers
14. Emails sent to you and Chalmers about all relevant matters especially integrity and
economic failures
15. Corruption of ALP councillors in Blue Mountains, Bayside, Canterbury Bankstown and
Innerwest
16. Failures to understand regional links to climate change mitigation cf Newcastle and Biden
17. Major examples of long-term damage arising from failed “due diligence” including nuclear
submarines, Inland Rail, high speed trains, port and logistics planning and projects,
stadiums and tourism etc
18. Failures and costs associated with appeasing Morrison
19. Chalmers failure to critique Frydenberg/Kennedy from 2019 and especially 2021-22
20. Creative Reconstruction and relevance to above
21. Urban transit innovations and housing affordability cf Turnbulls’ theft of my strategic
framework + your suppression of all of my such work
22. Continuation of Gaetjens personnel and practices in both Treasury and PM&C
23. 6 ignored requests for urgent mediation – both you and Professor Davis plus his preassociation with Chalmers & apparent “protection”
24. Failure of National Cabinet and your appeasement of secrecy as well as its complete lack of
competent planning and supply thinking
25. Suppression of my First Nations work including fire risk reduction and better equipping fire
and flood emergency services (apparently continued by ALP officials)
26. Suppression of Eddington, Messiter, Cox, me, Christie, Keneally et al
27. Human rights impacts on my beneficial interests as specified in my emails, websites,
yesterday’s booklet and now the full catastrophe
28. Total condemnation of Kennedy/Chalmers’ fascist control of my life and continuation of
Bairdijiklian, Turnbull, Morrison, Gaetjens, Kennedy, Frydenberg et al’s malevolence and
cruelty – added to societal damage
Samples* -
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Appendix 2: Letter to PM Albanese dated 22 May (as followed up weekly)
Critical Issues Solutions in Intergovernmental matters affecting Sydney
There are legitimate expectations that the new Government will move quickly on major priorities and
my work is publicly advanced in many such areas.
I feel I have to be pre-emptive as Kennedy and others will be staking their claims and I want to
stop this BETRAYAL stuff right now, today, and make the book retrospective as history. He would
continue to exclude me as he did under Turnbull and Morrison. That would make bad vibes much
worse.
I ask for understanding of the horrible consequences of criminal plagiarisms, extended
homelessness, critical health challenges requiring urgent hospitalisation in February and ongoing
symptoms including the horrors of cellulitis fuelled by diabetes’ sugars.
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1. I started “Save Sydney” in the face of the events of 2012 which were at national but mainly
Sydney levels. The perceived problems were in ports and logistics, urban transit, land use
planning and taxation, and local government revitalisation in line with UK and US
directions, based on
a. the extinguishment of the integrity of iA and iNSW protocols, and
b. the sterilisation of very valuable “options” and indeed the exclusion of all options
not related to backroom deals primarily with the PRC’s MTR and its associates
2. My history under the Askin Government and through Wran/Unsworth and Greiner/Fahey
was of prescient initiative to solve predicted problems. My ability to do that made me the
main driver of initiative and innovation. That is supported by referees’ testaments and
examples include
a. Resolution of Greendog Stevens’ blockade before it happened (Cox)
b. McDonnell Commission into Planning of Bulk Generation Capacity and resolution of
Wran/Landa worries
c. Skitube
d. expressnets in Bondi and the innerwest
e. the CBD traffic oasis suite which includes the “best idea in 100 years” (Loder and
Christie), and
f. the Newcastle NSIP which I presented to the City Council 3 days after the
announcement of closure of steelmaking and to Minister Knowles one week later,
his reaction being this template should apply to every LGA in NSW
3. Theft of my ideas started in 1999 and accelerated under Baird and Berejiklian leading on to
both Turnbulls, Morrison, Frydenberg, Gaetjens and Kennedy. NSWUG tried to steal the
Goanna and was stopped, the executive involved was dismissed. The Planning Institute
tried to pinch Creative Reconstruction but backed off. All were documented at
sydneyimprovementpolitics.com, “The Value Proposition”
4. The valuations in the attached draft contract are drawn from that website and represent an
en globo solution, with contributions by the Federal and State Governments going to iA’s
proposed National Re-Planning trust/pool, with payment for my rights to ideas and reports
being satisfied smoothly
5. Subsequently I will focus on my stated priorities especially the national institute to
remember forgotten heroes, which will be an open and participative framework with top
board and sector expert panels. This will be world famous and include Brown and
Fitzgerald as prominent among the founders of the Labor 1890s movement onwards, with
Nugget Coombes also being a priority as with Menzies’ engineers. (Many others have
substantial biographies and so would not be included.)
6. The individual projects in the schedule such as the Tim Fisher Refresher would be the
Government’s to pursue having paid for them, with me guiding as required. I intend to
“rescue iA” and take it to a higher level, it is in a sad state at the moment.
7. Please note that this solution set is a win-win for the Albanese Government, with minimal
risk to the States and Territories. It sees me off if done well. OK?
I am genuinely happy this morning, my dreaming reverted to usual bushwalking and like topics
instead of the crises which have afflicted me and our nation.
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It would be best, I suggest, for Mr Gartrell to ring me, to start a win-win resolution. He has my
number.
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